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Lost my d og on Monday, March 1st,
in Rhinebeck, close to Round Lake.
He isa large yellow labrador retriever. He had a dark brown collar on
with Mass. identification. He's a
little over a year and stiil very play·
ful--almost too friendly. lf you've
seen him, please call 876-6586.

c.i.a.and·

When Allen Ginsberg visited Bard several
weeks ago, interspersed among a couple
of his poems were oblique references to
an affeged CIA (Central Intelligence
Agency) involvement in the lndochinese
opium trade. I had been faintly aware
of Allen's allegations coneerning this
CIA/iunk collusion before this time, but
subconsciously I must have dismissed
them as too far out or paranoid pipe. dreams, to follow them up and find out
if this ealiusian did in fact exist.

As it turned out, Eric and I decided to
ask Allen, while he was stiil here at Bard,
about seeing some further evidence coneerning this collusion. He pulled out of
his bag a black binder at the back of
which were a sheath of mimeographed
sheets listing sources of information giving testimony to just this CIA/dope con·
nection. He expiained to us that he had
mailed copies of these sheets to strategic
people in the both the underground and
straight media, to hopefully eneourage

further publlcity of this complicity. At
that point, there had been no results in
either the hip or straight press.

We asked him why he himself wouldn't
sit down and put together a piece detailing the evidence as it now existed, for
publication in a sympathetic organ, such
as Ramparts ... AIIen repl ied that he had
been contacted by the people at Ramparts
to do just such an article, and that it
would be printed in the near future. In
the meantime, however, Allen has chasen
to write a short capsule-outline of his
accusation in the "Nofa Express", a
prominent New Orleans paper serving the
young radical/hip community there.
Entitled "The CIA & AiR OPIUM: The
Connection," the piece presents a damning case against not only our own CIA,
but the corrupt Saigon "gov't" and the
Nationalist Chinese puppet dictatorship
of Chiang Kai Shek.
It seems that the main motive for the

progressreportfrom dick

CIA involvement in the age-old opium
trade of Laos and Thailand is mainly a
"spin-off" of our entire lndochinese militarv venture. One of the basic military
strategic assumptions of the U.S. comman- ·--~-=~~
dos in lndochina is the policy of "pacifi·
cation", whereby much of U.S. military
energy is directed to winning to local pop· J~~~;;~~g;:a=.~
ulation over to us, if not by persuasion or
m\,\1\:l~r.ll~
bribery, then by hullets and bombs. 8oth
the Calley/Mylai murders and the CIA/dope
connection must be understood in this
light: in Calley's case, he was "pacifying" the local area, making it safe for
democracy, and in the CIA's case, their
ac.tive_ involvement in the Laotian and
Thai Qpium trade is a more subtfe way of
winning the allegiance of a section of
profitable dope m<>ri.-<>tc
the local population.
vices of Air America? In gratitude, the
Meos provide the CIA with information
Allen refers to an article by Peter Dale
and support to rid the countryside of
Scott in Ramparts several months ago,
communist elements.
coneerning Air America. Air America, it
is shown, was founded by Claire Chenault,
The Meos are not the only ones who
a member by marriage of the Chiang Kai
profit from this relationship to the CIA ·
Shek dynasty of Taiwan, which has since
the Saigon gov't of Ky-Thieu is directly
WWII led the militantly anti-Communist
involved in the trafficking also. Allen
Nationalist gov't. It is readily admitted
cites a Senata Foreign Relations Suheamin gov't cirdes that Air America is
nothing other than a CIA cover operation, mittee report issued by former Senator
carrying military supplies and personnel ' Gruening in 1968 that indicate clearly
that Marshall Ky made inordinately higli
throughout lndochina. I n addition to
profits from dea\ing opium from laas to
military supplies and CIA agents, Air
Saigon in 1962 and H}63: with the liberai
America also carries the opium crops of
the Laoti an Meo tribesmen to Hong Kong, assistance of your everlovin' Cl A.
where it isagain shipped out to unnamed
destinations by Air America.
Furthermore, Allen mentioned to us here
at Bard that the Saigon police forees
What's in it for the CIA, you might ask?
(which is one of the largest and bestAs mentioned above, the name of the
equipped in the world) was also actively
game in lndochina is pacification and
involved in the opium trade. Remember
security: by carrying and dealing the
that famous picture several years ago of
opium of the Meo tribesmen in laas, the
a high-ranking Saigon police offieer exJCIA is assured of their loyalty to America,
cuting a suspected Viet Cong prisoner?
One favor deserves another, and in this
That "police-man" is the biggest junk
case the CIA demands loyalty from the
dealer in Saigon, according to Allen.
laotian Meos, in return for taking their
opium crops off their hands. It is essential The Saigon gov't is not the only guilty
to realize in this context that the Meo
party, either. Plenty of evidanee exists
tribesmen constitute what the U.S. conthat convicts the Nationalist Chinese gov't
sidars an invaluable ally in the effort to
of Chiang Kai Shek with the CIA's opium
secure and pacify northern laas and
trade. Dr Joel Fort, a famous anti-dope
Thailand. The Meos main crop is opium,
crusader, deserihes in a recent book how
and what greater favor could the CIA do
to page 19
for them but to help them reach the

On April 7, President Nixon went before ation of Teachers, the United Auto Workers Region Six (which comprises nine
the American people with a "progress"
report on the war in lndochina. He stated Western states), the Amalgamated Clothing
that his program of "Vietnamization" has Workers, the American Federation of
State County and Municipal Employees,
been a success, and declared that he was
"speeding up" the rate of U.S. troop with- leon~rd Woodcock, president of the UAW,
Victor Gottbaum of AFSCME, John
drawal from Vietnam.
Swearingen_, president of the Chicago _
.
Postal Union and others have joined in
The speech was a carefully des1gned attempt to deceive the American people into building the 24th.
believing that the administration is seriously seeking an end to the Asian confli_ct, a In New York, for example, the Drug and
Hospital Workers, and the Distributive
conflict which has alread~ east the l1ves
of over 2,000,000 lndochmese and 50,000 Workers, are among the unions that have
reserved whole trains for their memberAmericans,
ship. In fact, all of Penn Central's available cars ha\te been rented by predominantOn Saturday, April 24, the American
people will have the opportunity to reply ly labor-related groups for the demonstra·
tion. In toto, mare than 400 buses have
to Nixon's fakery, by marehing in the
been reserved in the city.
hundreds of thousands in the streets of
Washington and San Francisco, demanding
the immediate and total withdrawal of all Women's Liberatian groups are also pro·
viding important national backing. The
U.S. forees from lnClochina.
United Women's Contingent recently re·
These demonstrations have the potential
ported that women's buses are being orof being the most massive and powerful
ganized in dozens of cities, including Bos·
anti-war aetions in United States history. tan, Detroit, New York and Houston.
Already parÜcipation of trade unionists
has far surpassed that of any other mobfli- Endorsements have been received from
many nationally noted groups and inzation. Nationally, such organizations
and labor leaders as the California Feder· dividuals including the National Organization of Women, Kate Millet, Rughann
The present ratio of men to women in the
Miller, chairwoman of the Women's
Bard College faculty is seven to one. We
Strike Coalition, Women's international
are not particularly interested in placing
League for Peace and Freedom, Gerri
the blame or responsibility for this prob·
Wallman, Women's Health and Abortian
lem. In keeping with the nationwide
Project, and Rocheile Zavat, of Sisters
Lt. William Calley, Jr. has been found
movement to recognize the potential and
guilty of the premedftated murder of
United.
equality of women, Bard must move to
civilians at Mylai in 1968.
The Student Mobilization Committee's
correct this imbalance.
It is quite clear that Calley is indeed guilty Third World Task Force has also re·
of a gross vialatian of the rules of civilized ceived a favorable response, with support We are not concerned with Bard's ratio of
male to female faculty relative to those
coming from such groups as the Cairo
warfare. However, what is equally clear
United Front, the National Association
of other colleges. The small number of
is that the military is attempting to shift
women professars at all schools has often
for the Advancement of Colared People,
the entire blame for the massaere anta
Warren Buxton, presideht of the Student been used as an excuse to cover up lax
Calley's shoulders, and is attempting to
Senate at Jackson State College, Fred
polides at Bard. It is neeessarv that we
picture Mylai as an "isolated act" of barbarism on the part of "a few" individuals. Shuttlesworth, national seeretarv of the
recognize that certain action is not only
correct, but imperative, we must take the
SCLC the Rev. Willie Barrows of Operainitiative, rather than wait for others to
The war in lndochina, as attested to by
tion Breadbasket, and many others.
do so. Bard has never looked to other
such groups as the Winter Soldier lnvestiVeteran and Gl organi?ations have also en- colleges as a standard or measure for its
gation, is itself a whole series of war
crimes. America's policies of "search and dorsed the action in unprecedented num·
own academic policies. Other schools
bers, with such groups as the Associated
destroy ," "free fire zones" and "strate·
have looked to Bard, as an.example of
Veterans, the Cpncerned Officers' Movegic hamlets" and other programs are
innovative learning experiences. Bard has
ment, Gl's United, and Vietnam Veterans traditionally contributed to equality and
aimed at one thing, and one thing only,
progressivism in the educational sphere.
to destroy the whole social fabric of lndo- Against the War, mobilizing veterans and
chinese society, thus depriving the revolu- active-duty military personnet for the two Duting the McCarthy era Bard did not
demonstrations.
fire its radical or "outspoken" professors,
tionary forees of the popufations that
but stood behind them.
support them in their wars of liberation.
The Gay Task Force of SMC is attempting
to organize-a gay contingent for the April An argument often accepted in the past,
According to the principles that Allied
action. Gay organizations in New York,
has held that fewer women arehired beforees applied at Nuremberg, not only
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Chicago and
cause there are mare qualified males than
Calley, but the entire offieer corps, the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Presidents of the a number of other cities have been activefy females in the academic profession.
building the demonstrations in their areas. While there are stiil mare men than
United States from Kennedy to Nixon,
and indeed the Congress, are equally
women in the teaching profession, qualiIn the Bard area, the Mid-Hudson Coalition fied women certainly exist in the acaguilty of crimes against humanity, for
for Peace, representing mare than a dozen demic community, and many are current·
without their consent, the lndochinese
organizations, has reserved fifteen buses
war would never have been fought.
ly seeking faculty positions. Bard must
for area activists.
look more carefully, and actively seek out
women in all fields. lf women who are
to page 18
Kurt Hill

hirewomen!

moreshould betried

now students at Bard are ever to break
into the academic world, or to teel there
is a place for them there, it is essentlal
that they see women professars here at
Bard.

Should there be a man and a woman applying for the same position, both equally
qualified and of good backgrounds, there
are two crueia I reasons why the woman
should be hired instead of the man. First,
as was previously stated, Bard has the obligation to contribute to the struggle for
women's equality. Secondly,hecin.!,Se o·r
the social and academic discrfmination
that women indisputably encounter, the
small number of women who persevere
and overcome these obstacles are often
mare qualified, more dedicated, and better
disciplined than men with identical credentials.
Every department with a faculty position
available must make a genuine, sincere,
and open-minded search for qualified women applicants in their fields. Committees
wilf undoubtably find qualified men and
women, but the woman must be chasen
over the man if the battle to secure
women's place in higher education is to
succeed. It is essential that women students and farulty sit as members on appointment committees to insure both that
a complete search will be made to find
qualified women in t .ry teaching area,
and that those women who are applicants
will be given all the opportunities and
encouragement Bard ca n offer.
BARD COLLEGE WOMEN'S
LIBERATION
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an alternative newsmedia project I phone {914) 758-~665
The Observer is an independent student publ ication of
the Bard College communitv. PublicCJtion is weekly,
during the Bard Colleg~ _"academic year. Subscription
rates are $5.00 oer semester. Letters to the Editor
and. other inquiries should be äddressed to Box 76,
Bard College, Annandale-on-H udson, New York, 12504.
The contants of the Observer are copyright 1970 by The
Observer Press Jne., uniess otherwise ~tated. The Observer- is~iil/iimb~r-of tlie u;"S. Sfudent Press Association,
an Associate Member of the Underground Press Syndicate, and subscribes to Liberatian News Service, and
College Press Service. National advertising r~presenta-.
tive for the Obseni-er is UPS Ad; Rep. -co:,-Box 26, Vii.
Station, New York, N. Y. 10014. The opinions express·
ed herein are not necessarily those of Bard College.
- or-the Editori-al Staff.
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if you are interestcd in majoring in film n ext
scmester, contact matt phillips, chairman of
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beautiful people
before i forget
there are only 6 or 7 papers in the universe that get me really high
always high to find you in the mail
dug the cover on your march 9 issue
really dug the indian issue the week before
we love ya
do it do it do it
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lovely for the state? lf they can't convict
you by trial, they put you into a nut
house! Because they know that you will
never be free. Fucking Fascist pigs! The
way I see them they are only a great bunch
of paranoid motherfuckers.
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SUNSHINE
LOVE
PEACE
to all of you on "Bard Observer."
Ulf Bagenhammar,
Skyttevagen 18
Edsberg
19151 Sollentuna
SWEDEN
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Nola Express

Dear Ulf:
We are now putting you on the mailing
list of the Bard Observer for as long as
you are in the institution.
The Editor

anybody wanna get married?
Dear Brothers and Sisters on Bard
Observer:
Hi! I am a Swedish freak, and I am
"seized" - isolated into a Swedish Mental
Hospital I The specific and in my way "so
called" reason for that is that I am a "drug
addict." I am seized by the fucking government into this place only for drug
addiction. Thisisa fucking bad place to
"live" in, and I am going more insane for
each d ay that passes by, thanx to the
treatment l've got here. I have been here
a very long time, and I only want to be
free but I don't know when. J am writing
to y~u, dear brothers and sist~rs, to ask
for: lf you please will be so kmd and send
me a "sample copy" free to me of your
gromiy paper "Bard Observer" to me.
Please! Will you be so kind and do that
for me? I hope so, you will make me very
happy, and "ch eer me up" very much
when I am stuck inside this fucking nut
house. A institution of the mad, fucking
society. I have been a big nerve bundle
here, thanx to the so-called "treatment"
that l've got here. Aren't mental hospitals

Terrence Lore Smith, THE THIEF WHO
GAME TO DINNER. "A novel."
David Dellinger, REVOLUTIONA RY
NONVIOLENCE . "Essays."

To the editors:
Dear David Schardt,
I read your article in the Observer on
lndians. l do believe you have been
brainwashed by your Antbropology and
Archaeology teachers. I ndians do know
where they came from, but it doesn't fit
the neat theory our learned historians
have devised. Anyway it was not Asia.
Now the lndians have been here a hell of
a long time. Has anyone thought that
maybe a few wandered over to Asia in stead of the other way around?

I was informed by a friend of mine that
the Ghost Dance religion went out at the
turn of the century because Moody said
so, and my proof that I knew lndians
that stiil practiced this religion was not
proof enough against a man of learning;
No wonder lndians don't talkto us, and
think we are all crazy. lf what they say
doesn't fit our pet theory, then they are
all wrong, no matter what proof they
have. So about 50 to 1OO years ago th ey
stopped talking to "learned men" except
to teil them outrageous lies which they

.

they want everything else to move -- including poetry. Willie Kgositsile's poetry
lunges, strains it muscles -- and bards or
howls or richly murmers or screams."
Kofi Awoonor, THIS EARTH MY
BROTHER ... "An Allegorieal Tale of
Africa."

Allan G. 8. Fisher & Humphrey J. Fischer,
SLAVERY AND MUSLIM SOCIETY IN
AFRlCA. "The lnstitution in Saharan
and Sudanic Africa and the Trans·Saharan
Trade.
FILM
A national student film competition and
flim festival, in honor of silent film pioneer D.W. Griffith, will be held at the
University of Louisville, Louisville, Kentucky, on apr il 23-24, 1971. S inee all
entries must be received by April 15, it's
too lateto enter the competition. Anybody who wants to go to the festival,
however, should go to the U. oi Louisville, University College, Belknap Campus,
LouisvHie, Kentueky, in April.
OCEANS

Richard Gott, GUERRI LLA MOVEMENTS IN LAT/N AMERICA. " ... it is
the countryside that offers ideal conditions for the fight." ·- Che Guevara
Ezekiel Mphahlele, DOWN SECOND AVE NUE. "Growing up in a South African
ghetto."
Carol Nasr, COLLEGE BOWL QUIZ
BOOK. "More than 500 challenges from
America's favorite quiz show."
Geoffrey Austrian, THE TRUTH ABOUT
DRUGS.

Jim Crane, INSIDE OUT .. "Biting ear;?on
brothers and sisters, and send me a "sampiE commentary on the Amencan Dream.
copy" free to me of "Bard Observer." It
Rev. Todd S . J. Lawson , PATRIOTIC
will make my life much easier to live in
POEMS OF AM ERI KKKA.
this fucking asylum.

'",z_
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Charles Tekeyan, THE REVELATIONS
OF A DISAPPEARING MAN. "A novel
about identity, sexuality, life, death,
eternity, C. Aubrey Smith, a girl in Jeather,
anda father & son."

1 hope that you wi\1 be 50 kind dear

,~~~r~~/
l :'

Max Shulman, POTATOES ARE CHEAPER. "How a Jewish boy listened to his
mother but found happiness anyway."

Nael Perrin, DR. BOWDLER'S LEGACY.
"A history of expurgated books in England and America."

Jackie Kweson
Nancy Scott
Sol L Siegel

To the editors:

Because there are so many book opportunities this week, l'm going to limit this to
a list of what they are. Anybody who
would !ike to review any of these books,
please Iet me know.

Brent Ashabranner, A MOMENT IN
HISTORY. 'The first ten years of the
Peace Corps."

Dana Ahlgren
Eric Arnould

With:

e

"The cfeep seas demand that men develop
devices of law, politics and cooperation
to utilize this last, great unappropriated
resource. The very immensity of the
world's oceans calls for international cooperation on a grand scale." ·· Seeretarv
General U Thant.
An intercollegiate conterenee on THE
FATE OF THE OCEANS will be held on
April29,30 and May 1,1971, at VillanCNa
University. Attendance at conterenee
lectures is free. For mare information on
the conference, and the registration form,
please see me in the Observer office.
(or write or telephone World Order Research Institute, Villanova University,
Villanova, Pa. 19085, 212.LA 7-2100/
245 or 242. Dr. John J. Logue, conterenee coordinator.)

Keorapetse Kgositsile, MY NAME IS
AFRICA. "The young want to move and
found were accepted because they fit into
what the whites wanted to believe.
Now on written language. The Mayans
had two. One for religious documents
and another for everyday business. The
Cherokees designed their own alphabet
at the time of the civil war and have kept
arecord of their history ever since. The
Navaho also have their own alphabet
which they print their newspapers in.
Before the Europeans came they had a
pictograph system that all tribes could
undarstand no matter what language they
spoke. These are now dismissed as
pretty rock paintings.
Also the Eastern tribes had cities at the
time of De Soto, but gave them up as not
the way to go, so that all that was left by
the time the Pilgrims /anded were ruins.
Also the Eastern tribes were far advanced
in Government and Law. So far advanced
that the U.S. Government based its Constitution on the lroquois Great Law.
But made the mistake of only using parts
of it. The Mayans were so far advanced
in Math that we didn't catch up with
them until the 19th century. We stiil do
not understand the I ndians' perfect re/ationship with the land that made it isa
paradise in 1620 and a garbage heap today.
There isa tribe near the Great Lakes that
has counted the years they lived there and
their figure comes lcan't find it!) but it
puts them weil into the lee Age.
AJso the anthropologists agree that the
Indian hasn't changed ever these many
years.- Then could this mean he is the
original man that produced modern man?
This whole argument of the American
lndians reminds me of the Dark Ages
when man thought the sun revolved

Lydia Ayers
around the Earth instead of th::! opposite.
Sorry, but knowing lndians and being
able to talk to them as equal, makes me
upset when I see the same old non-truths
rehashed.
All the world has much in common in
memory history. All remember great
floods and disasters. Jf you go back to
the old earth pre-Christian religions of
Europe, they have much in common with
the Indian religions. Which again are not
that divorced from the Asian non-rel igions. All talk of the Iand that drowned.
Also there are 3 distinct races of lndians.
Anyway, enough. Go find a traditionaf
Indian to talk to.
Beverly Seuseman
Token White of the
Rainbow People
J oh n D ay, Oregon
Dear Beverly,
Thank you for your letter.
I think you misunderstood some of the
points I was trying to make. My main
theme from the first paragraph to the
last was the failure of the Western:white
intelfeet to comprehend or understand
the American lndians. The essay was an
attempt to summarize modern archaeology's findings (much of which is valuabi e
and fascinating), while noting its contradictions, inadequacies, and limitations
("This is only a vague sketch of some of
what modern science thinks it knows
about them.")
to page 3

igor stravinsky
(1882 ·1971)

from page 2
I have never had an anthropology or
archaeology teacher, but I have had an
Indian teacher. Last summer at B
I took a course entitled "Native American lnfluence on Contemporary Society"
with a full-blooded Cherokee woman.
Unfortunately, sh e was a universityeducated, white-acculturated, urban ·
Indian who knew shockingly little abou
the Indian heritage or mystique. When
she persisted in devoting the whole course
to proudly Iisting all the material s that
American society had appropriated from
the lndians (foods, medicines, names). I
refused to take her exams, suggested sh e
was teaching about the Native Americans
in the white men's terms, and asked her
to deal instead with the Indians' spirit,
with his relationship to the land, to living
things, to themselves -- where there seems
to have been little influence. She flunked
me and called me a racist.
The material that 1 discussed in my essay
was gleaned from inanimate objects painstakingly unearthed from the so il all over
this continent and not from a-::tually
talking to lndians, so thereis little chanee
that it is based on their outrageous lies.
(And 1 d id note that "the following does
little justice to the lndians.")
lf you believe in evolution, the current
evidence is overwhelmingly against modern man first emerging in the Americas.
In Africa and Asia hundreds of skeletons
of almast-human and pre-human form in
some kind of chronological development
have been discovered dating back to 5.5
million years ago. In America, no human
skeleton has been found so far older than
20,000 years and of any form but the
rnodern homo sapiens.
lt's ironical, isn't it, that the United
States Government is based in part on
the political structure of the most brutal,
bloody, imperialistic confederation of
lndians on the continent, the lroquois
(which means "real adders"), who built
an empire through systematic warfare,
the extermination of tribes, gunpowder
supplied by the European powers, and by
oppressive tribute forced from subjugated
peoples?

which I believe plays should be seen, ans:!
if the need arises, judged. While I was
happy that you printed the artide, there
was no reason not to, since it did not personally attack any reviewer. I felt that,
silly as they were, past reviews were written in something akin to good faith.
This letter is not a repetition of the principles I developed a few weeks ago; it isa
specific reply to the stupid and cowardly
review which John Juhi wrote and which
you were _spineless enough to publish i~
you~ last 1ssue. When so~e one uses dllletant1sm to sla_nder a workmg craftsman, .
I feel a re.ply IS ~eeded and_ I kno~ Ch?rhe
Kakatsak1s won t detend h1mse_lf m th1s
forum. For that matte~, there 1s ~o reason
for anyone to detend h1mself agamst a
maiice which has no ground in fact.

I. The review was stupid:
a) I stated in my artide and I affirm now
that technical analysis of a play's convention is unnecessary. lf we deal with our
responses toa play as an audience, we
will cometo its center. lf we try to categorize before we respond, we will miss
the point (and not only of plays). Mr.

When Igor Stravinsky died in New York
last Tuesday, I found it much easier to
mourn the loss of the man than the loss
of the musician. The man was a true citizen of the world; born in Russia, he became musically mature in Paris, lived his
later years in America, and left a wish to
be buried in Venice. His acid wit and exaggerated profile will be missed. The musician, however, remains in his music and
in his own recordings of it.

3

Igor Stravinsky was probably the greatest
composer of the 20th century. With The
Rite of Spring he stated a revolution that
shows no signs of slowing down today.~
Only Beethoven.and Wagner exerted as
much influence on their own times and
on posterity as Stravinsky did on his
contemporaries - and only Stravinsky was
able to preserve his own interpretations
of his works.
Sol Louis Siegel

The catalogue of musieal works is staggering: The Rite of Spring, The Firebird,
Petrouchka, the Symphony in C, The
Rake's Progress, Oedipus Rex, the Symphony of Psalms, the Violin Concerto,
The Fairy's Kiss, the "Dumbarton Oaks"
concerto, the Mass, the Symphony in
Three Movements- this is only part of a
life's work that changed the course of
Western music and continued to dominate
it for half a century. Not only did he free
music from the dead hand of Romanticism, but, with neo-classicism, showed a
new d.irection that it could take. In
Stravinsky's hands, neo-dassicism, a modern use of older musieal forms could express any feeling or set of feelings. I have
been delighted by the joys of the Symphony in C, seared by the power of the
Symphony in Three Movements, moved
by the religious fervor of the Symphony
of Psalms. He also knew when to quit;
his switch to serial composition, highly
controversial, also produced works of
major significance.

shoplifting
Several Bard students have been senteneed to three days in the Dutchess
County jail for shoplifting in the Red
Hook A&P. Since the middle of February mare than 20 persons, including nineteen Bard students, have been arrested
there. Though the fine has usually been
twenty-five dollars, petty theft is punishable by one year in prison and/or a
$1000 fine, and the Red Hook Justices
are getting stricter and stricter. Grand
Union manager Robert Riley says that
his store has a different method of dealing with shoplifters, who he said were a
"problem." He declined to reveal the
method.

~~~;~~:~;2~~~2:;~~!{7~~::~:. ,-~-~-.i»-~-1.-~-;-~.-~----~---~-~-~-~-·--

lf we must use these pedant1c terms, let s
Jt
at least choose the right ones: "Juno and.
the Paycock" is expressionistic. The play
repudiates naturalism by building characters who consistently function as personal The Medicine Show, a travelling company of musicians and players in the great American
identities in a variety of economic environ- Tradition, wil~ strike ou_t into Dutchess County this spring. We conceived the ~edicine
ments. Naturalism focuses on determ in- show last tall 1n talks w1th members of NRBO, a local rock group, when we dec1ded that
istic diaiP::tics; "Juno" joins expression- Bard people should get out into the surrounding area and meet their "peer group." One of
ism in exploring the dialectic between
the problems that besets Bard is that Bard peop!e don't realize the extent of the surrou.ndpeople as self-willed individuals. 1 don't
ing community, and the surrounding community isn't aware of Bard. We concluded that
helieve that this jargon does us much
music was the greatest common denominator for starting communication among the varWhen l stated that the Native Americans
good, but if Juhi insists on dazzling us
ious people of the region.
had no writing, I was referring to the
with
it
I
wish
he
would
use
it
accurately.
period before contact with European
Thus, the Medicine Show was born. Pattemed after the medicine shows of the 19th centcivilization. Tribes Iike the Cherokee
ury, when patent medicine was sold to groups of people gathered to listen to the accompb)
The
second
basic
inanity
in
the
review
developed alphabets to please or be acanying show, the present day Medicine Show will present a varied bill of tare to the assemcepted by the United States Government. was Juhl's insensitive and misleading
bled multitudes. Presently, the groups affiliated with the show will perform rock, r&r reThe Mayans did have a hieroglyphic Iang- "chair" analogy. He equated the craft of
vival, swing music, pius, as an extra added attraction, a magic act presented by a veteran
aeti
ng
with
the
craft
of
making
a
chair.
uage -- but al most all of the thousands of
In itself, this is responsive thinking; both prestidigitator.
tribes did not.
crafts are physical expressions involving
time, effort and trust. But in the effete
Where do you come in? Probably around the second act. We need actors at this point, as
tradition I cited in my artide, Juhi deweil as any other musieal performers that care to jo in. We picture a set of more or Iess
To say that the Eastern tribes had cities cides that making chairs is below his vis- revalving acts for each performance, so that the show will be different each time we perat the time of De Soto is mislead ing.
ion of what an "artiste" should do. Mak- form. The performances will be in the open, although several of them will probably be in
There were some groups of lndians along ing characters is too dirty for him also. 1 church basements. Churches and similar groups will sponsor the show in variaus towns,
the Mississippi River and selected river
freely admit that any useful craft is diffi- due to varying local regulations. The weekend performances will consist of two-hour shows
cult and grubby, even painful, but if John pius long sets by the variaus groups afterwards.
valleys in the South who built magnificent and incredible earth pyramids and
isn't up to it, it proves only his detachment from direet human expressian and
temples, but no cities have ever been
lf you'd Iike to join, contact Geof Cahoon or John Hicks, either by catching us around e>r
f~und. F_urthermore •• ~he Eastern tribes
from the caring concern which true exthrough campus mail. Join the Medicine Show!
dl~. not g1ve them up as not the way to pressian comes from. It does not prove
go ; these cultures were destroyed by De that expressian is invalid as he would
Geof Cahoon
Soto's fighting and the diseases he brought have us think.
'
John Hicks
from Europe.
e) Third-- and most stupid -- is John's
spected his review for its integrity, if not
11. The review was a front for cowardice:
For me, a more apt criticism. o_f my artide allegation that Chariie Kakatsakis has outfor its truthfulness. But he waited for the
woul~ be that_ I over-r~mant1c1zed the
lived his value. For anyone who has
shelter of the lnner College and the news
This brings me to the cause for which I
Amencan lnd1an. I pamt~d ~>Ver the less- bothered to find out, Charlie's ability is
most deeply despised John's review. lnof Charlie's resignation, and then he found
a_greeable mome~ts of the1~ l1ves: starva- broad and active; 1 see no reasan to specify
stead of facing his own detachment from
the "courage" to strike. That is why I
his achievements here, that would only
t1on, slavery (w~1ch was w1despread).
useful expression, John attacked some
felt this letter had to be written; there is
cruelty, oppress1on of women (early chron·embarrass Chariie and embarrass me 1
one else as useless. This is the sort of deno other reasan to reply to such a vacuous
iclers al most unanimously pitied Indian
just want to point out that John's d~tachreview.
structive projectian which I had hoped
wo~en because they thought they were
ment from the craft of expressian reveals
most people had learned to combat in
tern_b!y ov~rworked by the men), human that he has not yet found his own value or
themselves, especially after such events as The "Observer" shares responsibility for
sa~n!1c_es ~m thosetemplesalong the
center of personality and from that alienthis cowardice. In the past, your editors
the killings at Jackson State. Why does a
MISSISSippl) ·
ated country he does' not have the vision
have cut down and ordered re-written artiwhite trooper fire at and kill black students he can't even see if it isn't to create des which dealt with facts, principles and
or will to see Charlie's. To appreciate
Sincerely,
ideas. In John Juhl's review you have
and destroy an "enemy" whose existence
some one else' s abil ity, we have to be inDavid Schardt
the sanctity of malice. I am not
preserved
to
cover
his
own
empty
failings?
he
designs
volved in developing our own. lf we are
condoning censorship when I say this, and
not, another man's work is an annoyance
anyone who is not hypocritical knows it.
which remindsus of the work we have to
And why does John Juhi suddenly lash
All editing involves tavaring one word or
do to realize the gifts we possess. lf some
To the Editors:
phrase or artide over another; you have
out
at
Chariie
when
it
is
Charlie's
last
seone around us seems expendable, it refavored cowardice.
mester here if it isn't to similarly create
In the issue previous to the last, I wrote an flects our own insecure detachment from
and slander a defenseless enemy? lf John
his value and from our own; it doesn't
artide for you on "Observer" tneater reSincerely yours,
had attacked Chariie when he had to face
teil us anything about the person himself.
views. I explicitly stated the realities by
Bruce Chilton
him in an acting dass, I would have re-
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a sensible proposal for

The new Din ing Commons will be finished
and occupied by the Spring of 1972.
With the move of the food service to this
new facility, the old dining commons,
formally called Preston Hall, will be left
vacant. The Long Range Planning Committee was given the task of planning for
the future of Preston Hall by President
Kl ine last tall, and they promptly issued
a eal I for alternate plans for the use of
this space.
However, they received only one written
plan from the various departments, this
coming from the Psychology Oepartment.
The Psych. Oept. plan called for the conversion of the large dining hall into a
lecture hall, with the two smaller dining
currently the Bake Shop ....
rooms being converted into four offiees
and a calculator room. The kitchen and
. .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.. storage areas, part of which comprise the
basement of Aspinwall, were to be used
as laboratory space and new classroom
space.

·free slater

oe Roberts, manager of the Bard Slater
rvice, has converted his use of 10,000
lbs. of detergent a year toa newly-develped non-phosphate liquid machine
ap. The pereentage of pollutants in
he daily 45 lbs. has thus been reduced
rom 7% tÕ 0% since Februa,Y 1st
hrough an interlacing of student ideas,
's responsiveness, and the research
nd cooperation of a corporation.
he new product, called TRUMP 5-TR,
as yet to be patented so the manufacuers, Economics Laboratory, Inc., of
t. Paul, Minnesota, are reluctant to

specify the precise ingredients: "All of
this information is confidential data and
considered trade secrets." But they have
assured Joe by letter that their soap is
biodegradable,"does not contain any
borax, boron or boron salt, chromates,
phenols, cresols, or other recognized
hazardous materials," and is "compatible
with and acceptable by the environment."
Joe persuaded the corporation to use
Bard as a test case and to provide their
soap at normal cost. He finds it "doing
as good a job if not better" than the old
detergent.

When this plan was presented to the community through the President' s office
there was little reaction except some concern that was expressed over a single department receiving the use of this great
an area in a school that is chronically
short of space. At this point the subject
of this plan came under discussion between Nelson Bennett and myself and it
soon became apparent that we had other
ideas for the potential use of such space.
Over the past few weeks we have worked
up the following plans which we now present to the community for its consideration.

Our basic rationale consisted of two concerns. First, we felt there was a need for
a large gathering place for students where
activities of various sorts could take
place. This would take the form of a weil
equipped large hall for performances as
weil as smaller halls that would be versatile in their applications. All these facili ·
ties would be open twenty four h.Jurs a
day, thus providinga gathering jJiace for
students in the late night hours that is
sadly laeking at this point.
Our second concern was the creation of
flexible classroom and office space. We
were concerned that such specialized use
of the building as Psych. labs would be
costly and would not serve the long range
needs of the college.
With these two concerns in mind we have
drawn up the following plans for the uses
of Preston Hall:
The Great Hall: Now the mai n dining
room. This would remain essentially unchanged except for the addition of a movable stage, the installation of a sound
system, carpeting, and possibly the installation of a small snack bar arrangement for the late night dispensing of
sandwiches, soda and coffee. Until the
addition to the theatre is constructed,
this space would be used by the Orama
Department for rehearsal space du ring
the day and evening.
The Lesser Hall: would also be used by
the Drama Oept. for rehearsals during the
day, but would be open to general use
after dinner time. This space would be
available for small concerts and lectures.
The Conterenee Room: is designed to be
the standard student meeting room. Carpeted. and isolated from the Great Hall
by folding doors, it could be used as a
classroom during the day and for Student
Senate meetings as weil as other organizational meetings.
to page five
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Construction schedule proposed for renovation:
Field Period 1972 (assuming completion of the new Dining
Commons by the preceding fall):
Classrooms 1-4 completed, Gallery completed, Great and Lesser
Halls repainted, and Conterenee Room repainted, carpeted and
furnished.
Summer 1972:
Offiees 1-6 repainted (5 & 6), constructed, and furnished,
sound system installed and furnishing completed in Great Hall.
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from page four
The Office Wing: currently the second
serving Iine and the office of the Slater
Manager, this area would be broken up
into six offices, five of which would be
reservedas faculty offices. As it is curcurrently pictured, Ottice No. 5 with the
adjacent mimeograph room would be re·
served for the Student Association, thus
providing a meeting place, ottice and
printing plant for the students with in one
area. The large office, No. 1, would be
reserved for the chairman of a department,
with the others going to regular faculty.
Currently, our plans call for using four of
the offiees for the Psych. Dept., thus
moving them out of the depths of Tewks·
bury and providi ng them with additional
classroom space.
The Classrooms: Classroom No.1, currently a walk-in refrigerator and starage
areji, would be designed to accomodate
lecture classes. Classroom No. 2, currently the Faculty Dining Room, would
remain essentially unchanged. Classroom
No. 3, currently the Bake Shop, would
be thickly carpeted, with the carpeting
running up the sides of the walls (see illustration), providing an informal
seminar setting. Classroom No. 4, currently part of the kitchen area and serving
line no. 1, is designed to serve seminars
and lecture courses up to fifty people.
The Study Room: is designed to be open
twenty four hours a day. Its soundpraofed carrels will provide space for
quiet study near the center of student
activity.
The Gallery: With its angled wall, the
Gallery will provide a break in the long
halls of this area as weil as providing additional display ~ace for student and faculty work. Also, such a gallery would
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provide for increased contact between
the creative and academic disciplines at
Bard.

The Stairs: Presently the space that will
be occupied by the stairwell is occupied
by two walk-in refrigerators. We teel that
it is essential that this area be linked with
the rest of Aspinwall by the use of these
stairs. Research indicates that th ere
were, at one time, probably stairs in this
location, directly under the main stairs
of Aspinwall.
As was mentioned before, we anticipate
the Psych. Dept. using large partions of
this space. Granted, they do not get their
needed lab space in the same location as
their offiees and elassrooms, but our
study of their present facilities in Tewksbury reveals that vacating their present
space would make it relatively inexpensive to convert that area into lab. space,
leaving a elassroom there for the teaching
of elasses that require proximity to the
labs.
Beyond the needs of the Psych. Dept.,
however, with the increase of elassroom
space we have designed, it would be possible for the other Social Studies Depts.
to move some of their elasses from Hegeman into Aspinwall. This has a further
advantage of creating more space for the
Natural Science Division. Thus our plan,
rather than merely moving a single department, gives each division additional
space for their growing needs, while not
limiting the use of that space to any
specialized purpose. We teel that our
plan, which will be com ing before the
Long Range Planning Committee shortly,
far better till s the long range needs of
Bard than any other plan so far presented.
Geof Cahoon
Nelson Bennett

•

com1ng,
''the berrigan
brothers ''
by reamer kline

The coming trial of the Berrigan brothers
has been characterized by Rep. William
Anderson of Tennessee as possibly "the
trial of the century, the climactic point
of all dissent in America."
Daniel Berrigan is a 49 year old Jesuit
poet, widely published, the winner of
national awards. His brother Philip, 47,
is of the Josephites, a Catholic order committed to the teaching of blacks. In
October, 1967, Philip and three other
men paured a mixture of human blood,
calf's and duck's blood on the files of a
Baltimare Selective Service Board. Then
, in May, 1968, with Father Daniel Berrigan added to what had become a company of nine, they set fire to the draft
board records in Catonsville, Md. with
homemade napalm conccicted from directions found in a Green Beret manual.

of blood and napalm (concomitants of
war) to disrupt the paper-work of war.

Daniel Berrigan's impact upon the Catholic community is intensified by the fact
that he isa Jesuit. More than any other
body within the Church, the Jesuits have
"I have never been able to look upon mybeen "on the side of the institution," and
self as a criminal," Daniel Berrigan writes, have embodied the Church's most effec"and I would teel that in a society in
tive use of intelleet and authority for
which sanity is publicly available, I could
ecclesiastical ends. Generally "the
go on with the same kind of work as I
strictest Catholics" have considered the
have always done throughout my life. I
Jesuits to be thP. r.h11rrh'c rn.0~! ~~penda
never tried to hurt a person. I tried to do ble voice of orthodoxy. The impact of
something symbolic with pieces of paper." Father Berrigan upon the Church is
heightened by this fact.

The Berrigans hold a deep moral significance for the country and for the world as
a whole. They represent a new confrontation with conscience both for the Catholic Church in the United States and for
our society at large. As far as the rormer
goes, the Berrigans al most certainly inPhilip was arrested and incareerated in
stitute the American Church's most powDanbury Federal Prison. Daniel eluded
ertui involvement so far with the issues
the FBI for four months, meanwhile takof the day and with social change. As a
ing refuge with 37 different families i.,
highly structured institution and with
12 cities. During this timehe repeatedly
most of its pronouncements coming
embarrassed the FBI by appearing to dethrough its hierarchy, the Catholic
liver a sermon in church, to tape an interChurch in the United States has been
view at a television studia, and to speak
pretty consistently on the side of authorto 7,000 cheering students ata widelyity and the status quo. ("The powers
publicized rally in Cornell University
that be are ordained of God ... Fear God ...
gymnasium. (He escaped on that occasion Honor the King.") The Church's chief
by climbing into a huge paper-mache figstrength in the United States has b'een
ure of one of the twelve apostles). He
among ethnic groups that had come here
was finally arrested on Block Island this
to get ahead and to win a place for thempast Augu:.: at the home of William String- selves in the society; --and the clergy and
fellow, an Episcopalian lay theologian,
bishops were not about to take stands
and Anthony Towne, a poet.
which would impede the acceptance of
their people into the American system.
This past November, J. Edgar Hoover of
Radical activism was largely limited to
the FBI "leaked" the news that what he
fringe groups such as the Catholic Worker,
termed the East Coast C<'-;>spiracy to Save and to enterprising nuns and monks·
Lives was plotting on the coming Washcarrying on clandestine reform of the
ington's birthday to blow up at five
liturgy or experiments in ecumenicism.
points the heating tunnels connecting
(A significant exception to this non- .
government buildings in Washington··
involvement was the high ly effective and
and then to kidnap Henry Kissinger,
widely publicized participation of CathoPresident Nixon's nationai_Jecurity adlic nuns and clergy in the civil rights
visor, _and hold him hos~e until the
marehes and projects of the 1960's).
President should agree to hasten the ending of the Viet Nam war. On this Washington tunnel plot, a grand jury in HarrisThe Berrigans represent a whole new
burg, Pa. in mid-January returned inlevel (as far as the United States goes) of
dictments aga inst .13 persons as detendants the Church as avoice of reform. "My
or co-conspirators. Ten of these are prebrother and I" Daniel Berrigan says,
sent or former priests or nuns, and the
"have no continuing interest whatsoever
in what you might call the internal quesothers a physics professor, the son of a
tions of the Catholic community, whether
Kansas Episcopal bishop, and a Pakistani
that be the question of parochial schools,
scholar well-known on the American
or the question of birth control, or the
college lecture circuit. Meanwhile, a
question of celibacy .... We are interested
play by Daniel Berrigan, "The Trial of
in a kind of raw fundamentalism that has
the Catonsville Nine," has played promto do with the stance of the Church beinently off-Broadway, and is now touring
fore mankind ..... My brother and I teel
the country.
that there is an important chapter of
history to be written in our time and we
Whether the Berrigans and their fellows·
would Iike to help write it. It isa chapter
will actually be brought to trial on the
of history which we hope will see the
Washington tunnel charges remains to be
center of the Church's concerns located
seen. It is hard to see this rather bizarre
at the end of society, -- where human
project as the Berrigans' handiwork. It
lives are involved in a really tragic struggle
laeks the symbolism of their Baltimare
for survival and human dignity ."
and Catonsville acts of witness -- the use

The influen~e of the Berrigans upon our
society at large stems from Americans'
deepening moral agony over the war,
from the Berrigans' quality as men, and
from the fact that they are in prison.
Comfortably situated people can and do
disregard cries of criticism and social reform when these seem to come from
chronic malcontents or from people whose
own failure "to make the grade" can be
seen as putting their criticism in a sourgrapes context. But the Berrigans are
men of tremendous personal, intellectual,
and moral stature, members of respected
and learned religious orders, persons of
undeniable holiness and selflessness. They
deliberately violated the law for witness
to principle, and their witness acquired

added moral power from the fact that, in
affirming what they believed, they knowingly took on the practical certainty of
imprisonment. The jailing of such men
(I ike the jailing of Thoreau for refusing
to pay taxes that might be used for support of the Mexican war) presents issues
of conscience to many people who up to
now have been indifferent to activist
movements and to cries for the rebuilding
of society. From their prison eelis the
Berrigans echo Thoreau's reply to Emerson: "Waldo, why are you out there?"
Aegardiess of the outcome of the trial on
the charges originalty publicized by Mr.
Hoover, the Berrigans are men of tremendous moral importance. They embody a heightened degree of a great religious community's shift from its traditional ecclesiasticism to a new concern
with the issues of man's life. They bring
before us the revolutionary stance of the
primitive Gospel. And reaching beyond
the religious community, they pose the
ultimate questions of decency, righteousness and moral purpose in the life of man.
"But how shalt we educate men to goodness, toa sense of one another, toa Iife
of truth?" asks Daniel Berrigan. "And
more urgently, how shall we do this in a
bad time?"

mydaughter's wedding
by R1chard Milhouse Nixon
You and many others across this great
country of ours have asked me how it
teel s to be a father whose eldest daughter
is going to go all the way and be married
in just a few months. Weil, l'm glad you
asked me that question. But first let me
say this, when Trish was just a toddler
(and Spiro a klansman), she said to me as
I bent over her golden playpen, "Daddy,
when you grow up will you be president?"
I was stunned, shocked and al most wordless. My eyes started to tear, my hands
started to tremble, my feet were pulsating
and then I broke down. I got on the
floor, hid my head under my arms and
bawled like a baby. (I could never teil
anybody this before but if I can trust anybody it might as weil be the Observer and
Martha Mitchell.) When Tricia, with those
big blue lips, asked me that question, I
thought I was grown up al ready.

thesameas mine. I said to myself, how
wilt I ever get her married with that gosh
darn nose? It dawned on me that all presideots who have daughters get them married in the White House. Then and only
then, my tellow Americans, did I realize
that my ambition in life was to be President of these United States so I could get
my lob-nosed daughter hitched, as you
kids say today.

For those who wish to tollow in my steps
to the kingdom, I will teil you it is no
easy road. You must take the Delaware
Turnpike, the Jersey Turnpike, that road
in Maryland, and the Baltimare-Washington Expressway, but not in that order,
and you will arrive at the Washington
White House (in contrast to the Florida
White House and the California White
House). The Washington White House is
my little princess's home. Trishy was
always m/favorite and Julie was Pat's
favorite. This didn't lead to any sibling
Tricia doesn't know this but Pat will soon rivalry, let me make this clear, until I got
into the White House, and I have gotten
teil her all about these sordid things.
Tricia was not conceived immaculately, as into it. Tricia wanted to be made head of
Food and Drug Administration and Julie
she believes, but was a product of premarital sexual intercourse. I was ashamed wanted to be the head of The Central Inteil igence Agency. I tol d them that th ey
at the time but you should have seen my
face nine months later at that little winwere both bei ng naughty little girls, and
to go up to their rooms until I told them
dow they have in the hospitals with all
the babies. The nurse held up little Tricia that they could come down. I had to
and immediately my shame turned to
to page 18
complete and total disgust. Her nose was
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The following is an exerpt from the Bard Psychology Journal which will be
available to those interested by the end of May. Dr. Henry Antonio
Ca!f1perlengo is the consulting psychiatrist for the Bard community. Appomtments for consultation are available through the lnfirmary nursing
staff. Dr. Camperlengo has a B.S. in Philosophy and Chemistry from
Brooklyn College, an M.A. in Pathology from N.Y.U., and an M.D. from
Albany Medical College, and after meeting the requirements a special
bo_ard_of psychi~try and neurology be~ame a fellow of the American Psychlatnc Assocat1on (FAPA). At present he is director of an alcohol rehabilitation clinic in Albany and has a privat.e practice as weil.
statistics in this area are fraught with a
great deal of problems; it isn't Iike the
epidemialogical problem of counting
the number of cases of flu or having
P: I spend six to eight hours a week at
people describe variations and physical
Bard.
syndromes such as headaches and the
existence of heart palpitations, etc. lt's
0: Where did you hear about Bard?
very difficult to have somebody take a
ctlecklist or run an 16M card and ascribe
P: I heard about Bard from Dr. Roger
to this the totality of the psyche. In
Veri, who was a colleague at Albany
other words, the wholeness of the indivMedical College a year behind me, and
idual cannot be translated into checkhe is your consultant-internist. He's
boxes on an IBM card and the questianalways been fascinated by and very atarises; and this is m"y question, what is
tuned into the problems of the student
"cure," and can you really take a conbody here. He S a busy practitioner
cept which comes from orthodox mediaround Rhinebeck and thought that I
eine and involves the phitosophy and the
would be interested in seeing Bard stucommunication and the semantics of
dents inasmuch as my practice did not
medicine and translate this into the probcontai n people in the age group of, say,
tems of human living. lt's some semantic
17 to 21.
folly, and also, it just isn't logical. Certainly, psychiatry helps people, there/s
0: What kind of problems do students
no doubt about it. l'm a very practical
most often confront you with?
fellow, and very impatient, and I would
be pulling out tansiis and doing boneP: Weil, this could be answered on two
straightening
if I didn't feel like I help
planes: clinically speaking, most of the
people. But I know I help people and I
problems fall into the categories of agialso know that relevant psychiatric treattation or anxiety and depression_ There
mant is effective but like any other treatis very little acute psychosis, andthereis
mant it has indications, it has contravery little acute toxic drug problems
indications, it has complications and it
delirium, etc. or otherwise. I would ~ay
has failures. But to say thereis no conthat most of the problems, at their root,
stern from young peopl" trying to orient- elusiva evidence that it is effective or
themselves, both in the larger world as - efficacious is, I think, leaping from a
weil as in the Bard community. And so,
perhaps it's oversimpl ifying, but we
could say that most of the problems are
in Eriksan/s terminology, "identity · '
eri ses."

0: About how many hours a week do
you spend at Bard?

1

0: Do you feel that you succeed in helping them in solving their problems, in
getting ·a-little more oriented?

P: I would say yes and I would~say ·~o.
Yes, to the extent that it is weil within
the limits of my technique and time
spent here to make a change in the degree
. of anxiety or depressian that an individual
feels, but to get at some of the existential
and social and intradynamic problems, of
course, is impossible to do on a shortterm basis. Hopefully, once an individual
ächieves some psychic equilibrium again,
either through his own ability or another
source of help, he will launch himself on a
program that would enable him to answer
some of these questions and to make contact with some of the vital and meaningful
issues that he wants to be in touch with_

0: Most of the research on psychiatric
treatment has failed to show conclusive
evidence of the success of treatment_
There doesn't seem to be any data that
would confirm, conclusively, that psychiatric help has been of great benefit to a
number of people. To what would you
attribute this?
P: Weil, I would Iike to first dissect the
questio·n, criticize it and then to answer
what perhaps will be a synthesis of that
question and my answer. I think the
studies which you're referring to are
studies which have shown that psychotherapy in itself cannot be shown to be
conclusively therapeutic. My opinion
about this is that these statistics are
spurious. First of all, the ealleetian of

few studies and generalizing to the point
where you are in error.

0: Do you think that the success treatmant is more a thing that has to be determined between the patient and the
doctor himself and in that sense can't
really be subjected to a strict statisitical
analysis?

0: To my knowledge Bard has never had
a suicide, or at leastone that has been
known generally by the student body. Is
there something about the Bard Community that might preclude this kind of attempt, or that would make it les~ probable for it to happen here?

P: Weil, I don't know about that. That
statistically there are zero su icides here
P: I think that you have a very cogent
or whether people leave the Bard campus
point there. To even further expand that and do it while taey are at home on sumpoint, the very nature of therapy isa
mer vacation or between semesters. But
contract between the patient and the
I would say that generally speaking, going
doctor. And it is a tacit assumption on
as far back as Emil Dirkheim, a French
the part of both that they are speaking
Sociologist who did his work in the
the same language and referring to the
1880's, the cluster of factors thaftletersame phenomenon. And these phenommines, mare or less, whether persons
ena are of course the difficulties the
will commit su icide are related to meanhighly abstract problems that th~ individ· ingful relationships, closeness, and lack
ual is encountering 'in his life, in his exof alienation. In fact, I think Dirkheim
istence.
practically coined the term alienation,
only he c.alled l! anomie, which ~ a form
0: At Bard, in dealing with your students of cultural isolation.' And the more culthere, do you find that there are many
urally isolated a person feels, tne fewer
problems that stern directly or indirectly
contractural, meaningful, intimate refrom the use of drugs?
lationships he has, the mare prone he is
to suicide. Divorced persons suleide
P: Yes, I do. I feel that many people -mare often, old persons suicide mare
yes and no. Let me qufllify that a little
often, alcoholics suicide ten times mare
bit. Many people who are al ready ·a perafrequently than people in the general
ting with one foot on the banana peel
community. So that if a communi"~-v has
try to resolve or find answers to some of
the means of reaching people or making
their difficulties or say their mood varipeople feel that they belong and counterations by using euphoriants, such as the
act this kind of anomic quality that modsoft drugs or even some of the mare adern life in general casts upon all of us,
dicting narcotics_ And this will in etteet
then to that extent I would say that that
accelerate whatever psychopathology
'
isa healthy community and a community
they have and sometimes even accelerate
in which suleide is less likely to occur.
it to the point of creating a crisis, both
Let me say this, suicide is an extremely
personal as weil as social. Certainly, I
pervasive phenomena and that no society
don't think that everybody who takes
has complete immunity from it. Cerdrugs is going to develop a psychotic retainly there are some socieites where it
ac:=tion, or is in danger of becoming so
is far mare common. As you know some
dr~tur?ed that they will have to seek psyof the Scandinavian countries and right
chlatrrc help, but I have seen here many
here in the United States the suicide
examples of what I describecl.
rates are considerabi V higher than, say,
in Spain or ltaly, or some other count·
ries. I don't know whether l've answered
your question, but I would say that the
more a place makes a person teel at home
or valued, I use that term and under ~
score it, value, the less suicide one
should seefn that place.
0: Since most of your knowledge of
this community comes indirectly through
the students who cometo see you, do
you feel that this lack of knowledge of
the real workings of the community has
hindered you in any way in dealing with
the students here?

P: You know, there are many philosoph·
ical ramifications of that question bot~
in the Bard community and the w6rld at
large. That is, the psychiatrist becomes
extremely adept at pathology and he is
not really weil versed in health and what
constitutes health. I, however, would
say that I have spent time and energy in
trying to find out mare about the nonpatient; non-psychopathological side of
B~rd and, of_ course, l don't know everythrng about 1t, but f'm stiil learning.
That's a good question because very frequently psychiatrists are called upon to
m~ke s~atements about mental health.
It s lud1crous and ironic that it's not mental health that the psychiatrist knows
about, it's the disease or the lack of mental health that he can speak about as an
expert.
Not all parts of th i· interview have been
included here, at t"e OBSERVER'S
discretion.

lnterview conducted by Sharon Murphy
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I haven't left my raam in the past two
semesters except to take the bus. Ah, the
bus, that's something to talk about. lf
you live in Schuyler House you either
have to have a car or you have to take the
bus to campus. Sometimes the bus goes
slowly, sometimes the bus goes fast.
Samatimes it's crowded and samatimes
there's only one person on it. Mostly, it
takes you to campus and brings you back
to Schuyler with intermedia te stops at
Adolph's and the Rhinebeck Farmer's
Market.
Speaking of food and alcohol, most people
at Schuyler prepare their own meals. It
varies -- steak for breakfast, great interactiomil dinners, three days of starvatian
when you run out of money, and wine
every chanee you get. Wine is such a
vita! part of Schuyler's charm that there's
even a friendly dormitory wine merchant-she buys cases and passes along the savings.
There is a lot of energy devoted to food at
Scbuyler House. After the initial scramble
for shelves and refrigerator space at the
beginning of the semester, every little
stomach comes across a new problem -not what to eat but how to keep whatever
it is from being stolen. You learn quickly
that you don't teave sada or chocolate
bars in the kitchen if you ever want to
see them again. In fact, nothing which is
readily edible (the old munchies) should
be left anywhere except in your room.
Besides food, thereis a lot of (excuse the
expression) crap in the kitchen. The
lovely wooden tables have been covered
with formica to make them easier to
clean, but there is usually an inch of crud
oneach of them by 10 o'clock at night.
Dishes don't get done, the sink gets
clogged, everything imaginable is burned
onto the stove. Once a pot or pan joins
the kitchen it is doomed toa black life.
There's a clean-up system whereby every
night one person cleans up after all the
people who haven't bothered to clean up
after themselves all day. lt's a drag for
the person who has to dean, but it 9laddens the heart of the early morning coffee and cigarette crowd to walk into a
tolerable kitchen.
lf it seems like l'm spending a lot of time
talking about the kitchen, it's because so
much timq at Schuyler House is centered
around food and food-orient ed activities.
Shopping, Cooking, Stealing Food, Being
Uptight Because the Vegetarians are in
the Kitchen and You Want to Make a
Hamburger, Finding Your Orange Juice
Gone, Watching Your Pound of Bacon
Disappear Before You ~c:tt Any. lt's
wonderful; dining commons with a
personal touch.

spiffy comix

Over the past year several new comic
books have appeared, many of which are
a cr~dit to their art form. This a~ticle is
a.gUI?e to some eggscellent readmg and
vJewmg.

bigger comfc magazine in black and white
that sells for 50 cents and is rated M for
"mature readers." It is not a new fo'rmat
for Marvel (they had a Spiderman spect:athose are legends about a house, a home,
cular a couple of years ago), but in ST
a place of residence. The legend of
they take advantage of the freedom from
Of the commercial comic book world,
Schuyler as a dormitory is not so old but
the Comics Code Authority to inject sex
Marvel Comics are generally the only ones into the stories.
it's just as real.
There is an eyezonking
worth reading, although DC has recently
little Conan tal e about an enehantrass who
When I first came to Bard I knew there
shown signs of considerabi e improveme nt. appears naked
and lures him to the lair of
was something called "Schuyler girls" that {Marvel is responsible for THE FANTAST- two
bloodthirst y giants. Conan triumphs
had abortions, "took over" down the
IC FOUR, SPI DER MAN, THOR, etc.
and turns his anger and lust toward the
road from time to time, and generally led
DC means SUPERMAN, JUSTICE
girl, but she invokes Ymir, the Frost Giant,
a gay life, 9 miles up the road from Bard.
LEAGUE OF AMERICA, SGT. ROCK,
god of a warrior race, who spirits her off
Somebody once told me there was a suc·
those wonderful LOIS LANE annuals,
into the cosmos. Other stories deal with
cessful prostitution ring, patronized by
and mountains of "imaginary stories"
the supernatura l, a small, newly-liberated
local businessmen, at Schuyler. I stiil
about weddings.)
~frican nation, and a future world run by
can't really bei ieve that one, but it's cerf1:r?e women. The artwork is very protainly possible.
Marvel's latest excursion is into the
mJsmg and the plats are interesting. A
"sword and sorcery" artery and began
new issue should be out presently.
Of course, Schuyler is a crazy place. When last July with the appearance of CONAN
I first moved there I expected to have to
THE BARBARIAN. Conan was invented An extraordina ry step was recently taken
fight for a positian in an in-group of older
women, but that wasn't really necessary.
A few people have screamed at 4:00 in
the morning from time to time and I
guess there have been some mass freak-outs
but generally things have been pretty
quiet.
There's always the excitement of fighting
over the cats and the kitchen problems.
But l'm tired of talking about the kitchen
and cats really aren't that exciting.
Oh yes, guests and phone calls. Guests
make naise, disrupt the tranquillity of
the social room, and some of them can't
undarstand that the food in the kitchen
isn't communal. No one answers the
phone and if they do, they forget messages.
When you think about it, it is pretty inefficient to have the telephone on the first
floor when everyone Iives on the second
and third floors. Phone calls can really be
important, too. Also, it' s annoying to
have someone monopotize the phone for
hours. What can you expect, though?
Remember, this isa dormitory, not your
own little world.
Schuyler is beautiful. The front hall,
with mirrors and a checkerboa rd tile
floor, isa dream_ There's adiningroo m
with beautifully upholstered furniture
and old wooden tables. The drapes are
tallingapar t but it's really more decadent
than deteriorate d. The living room has
lots of windows (n ice lighting at some
times of day), a big fireplace and shelves
loaded with all kinds of books. The maid,
Helen, is something of an institution, and
thanks to her the social rooms and bathrooms are remarkably clean most of the
time.

Outside there are such treats as waterfalls,
a pond you can swim in, some of the
nicest trees I've ever met and the old
coach house, a treasure trove of old junk
(excuse me, curios, antiques?). The garden isn't tended !ike the Blithewood garden and it always reminds me of the
garden of an elegant estate that's been
I don't want to sound bitter. Some people allowed to run to ruin.
Iike the kitchen, for some people it's a
I haven't mentioned the alleged sexual
way of life. I admire their courage and
avoid the kitchen except for the off-hours frustration that reigns over the world of
Schuyler House. To talk about sexual
like 2:00a.m.
frustration as a Schuyler House phenomenon is obvious and unfair. Sure it makes
Besides a kitchen, Schuyler has a lot of
a great explanation for dormitory tengreat bathrooms. Jt's nice it you can get
sions, but l'm sick of people using sexual
into them. lf you can't, it's not so great.
trustratian as a catch-all, it' s an easy way
But you learn to adapt, learn to frequent
out. (In not mentioning sexual trustrathe less popular bathrooms and avoid
long waits. You don't leave your shampoo tian I have now mentioned it 4 times, I
in the shower and you remember to close wonder if that means anything_)
the shower curtain. A lot of people teil
At Schuyler House everything is not as it
me it's possible to really "get off" on
some of the bathrooms in Schuyler House. seems. The big house on the h iil is a
I helieve them, I think it's even happened dormitory, probably resembling Tewksbury more than it does areal-life mansion.
to me a couple of times, but that was
It is nice though to fix breakfast, sit
quite a while ago.
around the fireplace and lounge on the
porch in the springtime drinking sangria.
There are all kinds of great legenos atA lot of people hate Schuyler, some
tached to Schuyler House: The doctor
people love it. I guess it just depends on
who electrocute d people in the bathtub;
the chäins in the basement for slaves (But your point of view.
wasn't Schuyler a station in the underground railroad7); the ghosts; the children
Nerissa Gilbert
~ madwoman threw down the stairs. But

from SAVAGE TALES
by Robert E. Howard, the grand-pappy of
sword and sorcery, who d ied in the 30's.
Conan is a wandering barbarian in the
Hyborian Age, a time "at the crossroads
between the way of civilization and the
way of sorcery and black magic."
Marvel has produced an admirable rendi·
tion of the famous character_ Roy
Thomas' scripting, which uses lots of
the original dialogue, is fine, and the
stories run with flow from new fiction to
adaptations of Howard's tales. Barry
Smith's artwork is beautiful and drifts
between the mystical and physical world
that Conan lives in. The second issue contai ns letters of congratulat ions from such
notables as science fiction and television
writer Harlan Ellisan (who just scripted a
very strange Avengers-Hulk story) and
August Derleth (friend to H.P_ Lovecraft
who had two shorter stories adapted by '
Marvel). Conan is in his sixth issue now,
and the high standard is holding.
Ouite aware of its huge success, Marvel
has now followed with another of How(itfs
creations, KING KULL. The first issue
of KING KULL was well-drawn by Ross
Andru and Wally Wood (who has done
some insane work in MAD, CREEPY, and
THE REALIST, to mention a few), and
is written by Roy Thomas_ KULL is
fairly similar in aroma to CONAN, which
means it is good tare.
In an interesting venture, Marvel has also
launched SA VAGE T Air. ES, which is a

by Marvel coneerning the Comics Code
Authority: the last two issues of
SP!DERMAN do not have that little
stamp of approval in the upper righthand
corner. The plats dealt with (Superman
forbid!) DRUGS! It seems that Peter
Parker's roommate, old Harry Osborne
(who always was pretty greasy) is now
hooked on barbituates . The CCA would
not permit any discussion of drugs, so
Marvel ignored them,and published the
controversial issues anyway _ (in no. 96,
Spidey saves a black cat, who is tripping
at the Fillmore, from falling off the roof.)
The publisher, Charles Goodman, will
not back down despite pressure from
other comic book companies. We may
yet see Matt Murdock balling Karen Page.
And, on the undergroun d circuit, it's
never really the end_ A new 3D comic
book, DEEP COM IX, is out. The artist/
writer, Don Glassford, isa little polished
for my taste, but the 3D effect is good
and the stories are up to par.
Undergroun d comix seem to be becoming
more stable·-that is, with few busts anymore, comix are not one-shot, and second issues of lNSECT FEAR, SLOW
DEATH FUNNIES, and SKULL COMICS
have appeared. Particularly excellent are
INSECT FEAR (with S. Clay Wilson,
Kim Deitch, Spain, J. Green, and other
top weirdos), SKUlL CO~iiCS (in the
E.C. tradition, only with a lot more sickenin~ sex and perversion}, COOTCHIE
to page 17

theshacbw
out of time
I can never again hear the accursed name
of Herman Kappachema without feeling
the abysmal chill of mind-numbing horror.
Nor can I endure entering the library of
Wormwood and meeting the gaze of the
daemonic eyes in that sinister portrait.
This very night I shall flee Bardwich College. But before I vanish, while some vestige of reasan is stillleft to me, I believe
it is my duty to record the sequence of
unhallowed events which have east one
student his life, another her saul, three
mare their peace of mind for the rest of
their I ives, and another his draft deferment.
Bardwich College is an obscure liberai arts
institution in the town of Arkham-onHudson. Here I, Rudolph Carter, pursued
a major in Gnostic iconography. Bardwich was founded in 1860 as a sanitarium
for the criminally insane, which closed
after the sensational Moreau maipractice
trial in 1882, at which time it became a
seminary under the auspices of the Rumanian Orthodox Church. Today it has
evolved into an independent progressive
school, with strong departments in mortician training and taxidermy. Bardwich
has a sombre campus, quaint Gothic
buildings with barred windows, and ivy
tendrils creeping over the stone walls I ike
the rapacious tentacles of some netherworld mollusk. Arkham-on-Hudson isa
charming country hamlet of ancient
homes and ancient people, shrouded in a
mausoleum-Iike stillness broken only by
the sounds of beating raven wings and
hardening arteries.
Bardwich's most distinctive edifice is the
mansion of Wormwood, used as a dormitory for girls. A black shadow hangs over
the cobwebbed stairs and haunted catacombs of Wormwood, a shadow from an
awful past which as weshall see reached
out to the present to produce the eldritch
blasphemies which have shaken my sanity
and disrupted my regularity.

the
r
by h.p. britcraft

bulging bloodshot orbs that gazed at you
!ike an expectant vulture; a sharp hawklike nose that he employed to open letters;
anda mouth reminiscent of a lamprey.
He always spoke in muted sepulchral
tones and his breath smelled faintly of
formaldehyde.
I only saw Herman occasionally when I
caught him creeping in or out of his room.
He had a furtive manner and when I
Jooked directly at him he dropped his
eyes to the floor, making soft "cush"
sounds. He always avoided conversation,
muttering and walking away or whipping
out a stiletto. He never went to movies
or meetings of any kind. Most of the
timehe stayed locked in his room, playing
Erich Zann albums. Late at night he often
went for long walks by himself. Once a
week he ventured off-campus to visita
nearby petshop and buy fresh guppies for
his leeches.

I had written Kappachema off as a noxious recluse when a month later I discovered another aspect of his character. I
was sitting with my girl Heather in Dining
Commons when he walked up and, ignoring my greeting, pulled up achair and
started staring at Heather the way an avid
biology major examines a frog he is :n the
rrocess of dissecting.

graphic by niles jaeger

Hunters related seeing the fiend-born sea
of the unholy sea captain stiil glowered
captain wandering in the forests at night
from over the library fireplace, and
. Aecardi ng to the town records, Zechariah gathering unspeakable herbs and disrepu·
stories persisted of unexplained noises,
Zilch came to Arkham-on-Hudson in 1824. table mushrooms. Dogs on neighboring
spectral apparitions, nauseating odors
He was a retired sea captain who had
farms bayed every night I ike last souls.
and animated tire extingushers.
amassed a considerable mound of lucrein Horses ridden near Wormwood plunged
the slave trade, and was described as a
into a fit of panic. Unwholesome visitors But this shadow over Bardwich remained
stern-looking man in a hlack beard, much
passed through Zilch's door : old gypsies, nothing more than an occasional topic
given to smoking evil-smelling mixtures
hunchbacks, relatives from Collinwood,
for coffee shop jokes v.rhen I came to the
in a pipe carved from a warthog tusk. He weird sisters, Rosicrucians, orcs, Transvicollege two years ago. I led a happy exannounced his intentian to settle down
vanian nobility, and hounds from the
istence, holding nightly smoking parties
after his maritime career, and built the
Baskervilles. Unearthly lights flickered
in my single room at Charles Dexter Ward
mansion of Wormwood complete with a
in the windows after dark, and there were Manor and getting laid often thanks to
marble crypt for his future use. The good rumors of unutterable rites performed
my faithful chick, a nubile art major·
folk of the area made Zilch and his gold
by moonlight.
named Heather Pickman. The moral
welcome, and he soon married a daughter
foetor of unhallowed dimensions did not
from one of the prominent families.
The outraged populace became convinced even exist in my nightmares.
that Captain Zilch had in some desolate
It was not long before Zechariah Zilch be- corner of the world picked up some forAnd then, last semester, Herman Kappacame the subject of unbelievable stories
bidden lore of nameless forees and cosmic chema came to Bardwich College.
whispered by the fearful locals. One
obsceneities and practiced this fell magic
night his pregnant wife fled Wormwood
in Arkahm-on-Hudson, thereby threatenin terror and shortly afterward left the
ing the sanctity of their very souls and
region entirely. Her father was reported
ruining property values in the neighborto be aghast by what she told him, and
hood.
returned from an indignant visit to WormOn the night of October 31 in 1826 an
wood in a state of shock. A month later
Herman Kappachema moved into the
ashen farmer rode into town to babble
the poor man and his household died of
room next to mine. The first time I met
about daemonic sounds and lurninaus
hoof and mouth disease.
phantasmagoria at the Wormwood estate. him something about him made me shudd~r -- had I but known the loathesome
A few hours latera grim party of thirtyfour men armed with torches, pitchforks, abysses through wt. ich he was to drag my
shrieking mind, at that very moment I
flintlocks and sharpened wagon chains
would have dug my stiftened fingers into
marched to Wormwood to put an end to
his knobby trachea.
the blasphemous career of Zechariah
Zil ch.
Herman was agaunt waspish boy usually
What happened that night at that scene of dressed in gray monk's cloth or motheaten
war surpius SS uniforms. His complexion
horror will never be known. Towards
wa~ of an al most cadaverous pallour and
dawn the party returned, shaken to the
had a waxlike lustre. His skin clung to
core, pale and trembling, pupils dilated.
his skull with a disgusting tightness and a
They wou!d teil their disturbed families
nothing save that Zechariah Zilch was no false rumor spread that he always wore a
nylon stocking pulled over his head, leadmare and never again would his namebe
ing to an awkward encounter when a
spoken. Wormwood filled them with
such dread that it wasn't until the next
drunken student tried to remave it.
day that they found the courage to auc·
Herman's raven-black hair was kept plasttion theestate off. Wormwood went
ered down and parted in the middle,
through many hands, serving as a YMCA
giving rise toanother mistaken belief that
~amp, a dog pound, a bordello, and a
he was.really bald and had painted his
.\f1oose Lodge, fina! ly ending up as part
head. A cluster of blue veins marked his
of Bardwich College in 1934. A portrait
torehead and visibly pulsated. He had

thepicture
in thehouse

"Oh, yesss," he said, his Jong white fingers
writhing !ike snakes, "you are most eloquently proportioned. You will serve
very weil, very weil indeed. The myriad
del ights of a body so del iciaus as yours
will satiate the desires of both of us .... "
Wheezing !ike Peter Lorre-:-ttiesfavering
daemon reached out to touch my dearest
as she recoiled in utter revulsion.
"One moment, my friend!" I cried, rising
to my feet and hefting a bowl of yogurt.
"lf you so much as lay a single oily finger
on that girl I shall part your nose! Fuck
off, vile wretch!"
Kappachema turned and leered at me.
That look of his chilled me to the marrow. Never had I seen a human face express such tangible evil, a face that seemed
lurninaus with the mockery of the pit.
"You powerless insect," he said. "Just
wait till I find the -- " and then he
caught himself and regained his composure. "Be seated, Carter. I quite forgot
myself. Please aecept my apology." He
feasted his eyes on Heather once mare
and said, "Until we meet again, good
evening, my dear." He withered me with
another glare. "Goodbye, Carter." He
spun and walked into the night, sniggering.
please turn page
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It was the night of February 2* when
Kappachema perpetrated his act of cosmic
horror. I was in my room alane, studying,
when I heard the strange sounds coming
from next door. I looked at my clock
and it was close to midnight. Herman's
voice was rising and falling in some kind
of si_ngsong cha nt. As I l istened, I began
to. drscern an incongruous odor permeating the dorm, the kind of stench one
finds in charnelhouses and McDonald's
drive-ins. My pet cat Cafiban flew into a
maddened frenzy, shrieking like a daemon
and darting about the room. When I tried
t~ han?le him he raked at me savagely
w1th h1s claws. Outside I heard the campus dogs howling furiously as if they were
rabid.
I

Kappachemo's voice droned on, speaking
in some unknown tongue I could make
no sense of, building up toa crescendo of
delirium as the hands of the clock approached midnight. He seemed to be calling on some eldritch Names and although
I could not understand I felt my hackles
rise in superstitious terror.
· And then a torrent of air roared and bat-tered at the wall s of the dorm and all of
- Charles Dexter Ward Manor shuddered.
!<appachemo's voice screamed:

from preceding page
Heather buried her lovely face into my
shoulder and sobbed. "Oh, Rudy! What
a horrible person!"

pl_anned t_o spend the imminent Winter
F!eld Perrod. Again he broke into that
unnerving laughter.

"There, there,,.gy_erida. I won't lethim
near you."

"D.9!1 t _worLY_Eb_out me, Carter. I have ·
much to study now ... and preparations to
make." He slammed his door in my face
'
trashing my cigarette.

"He frightens me so! I have this feeling
that something awful is going to happen!"
But neither of us could have toreseen
what it would be.
As the semester passed, strange incidents
mounted up. The biology department
reported that someone had broken into a
~abinet and stolen a stiil-born pig. Securrty guards chasedan unidentified vandal
~way from the Zilch crypt one night. Resrdents of Wormwood camplained of a
nocturn.al visitor who prowled the big
roo ms l1ke the parlor and Iibrary, and
always fled when he heard someone npproaching. Word came from Arkham-onHudson that a Bardwich student was
pestering the residents whose families had
lived there for the past two centuries
asking ominous question~ about the '
Zilch mansion and its dark history.

I

The next day I went to Wormwood again
to see Heather. "A most unusual thing
ha~pe~ed last night," she told me. "Stra/w
n01ses m the library. When we came in
this morning, that scary portrait of
Z~charia~ Zilch had been swung out on
h~dden hmges. It seems that the picture
h1d the door toa seeret compartment."
"What was in it?"
"lf there was anything in there, the person who found the compartment stole it
I guess old Zilch used it to hide dope." ·
"Hmm. You know, last night Herman
Kappachemo--no, J guess it's just a coincidence."

"Kappachemo!" She shivered. "He gives
One night .. t December I was returning to me the creeps! And he follows me
around! Sometimes at night I look out
Char~es ~exter Ward Manor after passing
the t1me 1n Heather's room at Wormwood. my ~indow and see him out in the yard
stanng up at me with that terrible sneer
It was very late and rather cold to be out
and I was surprised to see someone else ' of his. And at breakfast this morning he
laughed when he saw me. I never heard
walking to the door of the dorm. As 1
him laugh that way before. It destroyed
came closer, I discerned V;~ funaus fea·
my appetite."
tures of Herman Kappachemo. He was
bent over, huffing and puffing, carrying
"Herman is acting stranger than usual
some heavy object.
lately. But show me this seeret compart·
me nt."
"Here, Herman," I said. "Let me give
you a hand."
We w~nt into t~e Wormwood library and
exammed the gm1micked painting.
His expressian aroused my curiosity.
"lnteresting," I said. "Yech! He was an
Usually lachrymose and gloomy, his face
ugly cuss, to be sure. He looks as loathewas elated by some unhallowed joy and
triumph. He burst into maniacallaughter: some as---" I started. llooked again. lf
the beard was removed ... yes, it was true!
"But of course, my dear Carter! How
fitting indeed that y:_~ should help me!" J:t_giJJ1.2~achemo was the descendant
.
of Zechariah Zil ch! , . .
The object was an ancientoaken trunk
coated with dust and the silk strands of
cobwebs. Its wooden panels had been
curiously carved with t~e glyphs of some
forgotten language and tableaux of leerWe came back to Bardwich at the begining demons performing u-nnatural acts.
ning of February. I spotted Herman once
I asked Herman what was in the box.
on the campus. He was walking very fast
and appeared to be in a state of intense
"Some oatmeal cookies from home" he
agitation. I wondered what he was so
'
said.
excited about and shouted after him but
As I took leave of Herman and his cryptic the only answer I received was yet a~other
peal of that hell-spawned laughter.
burden at his door I asked him how he

the whisperer
in darkness

A sound Iike an explosion, the campus
outside I it up for a moment and then L
hea.!:...c!JieJ:.Il!~-<m~er.
It was aVoice borne of some insane dimension apart from the laws of nature as
any human mind conceived them, a Voice
that ffowed out of the floor, rumbled out
of the walls, dripped out of the faucets.
At the awesome sound of it the incensed
Caliban charged into a bedstead and splattered his brains and I pitched to my bed
in a spasm of psychic regurgitation .
SANTANA NEON TETRA FILIP-ROTH
And rising out of the phantasmagorical
chaos that tugged at the roots of my reasan i heard the voice of Kappachemo,
laughing, laughing, exulting with a Power
beyond human ken, and then a terrible
crashing sound in his room and, mercifully,
my mind blacked out.
An hour later, accompanied by two Proetars and several trembling students, I
entered thEt.room of Herman Kappachema
and found the scene of an unspeakable
rite.
As we broke down the door a wave of
fetid air rushed out and clouds of purple
smoke, causing us to gag and cough and
one Proctor went into a catatonic seizure

*Candlemas, one of the four Sabbats of
witchcraft.

}-----=---/

from wh ich he has yet to recover. A fter
tossing in seven sticks of Taj Maha! incense and emptying two cans of Glade
Air Freshener, we were able to enter.
The sign of the Pentagon had been drawn
on the floor with Ultra Brite toothpaste
and in the center stood a smoking brazier
that held the charred body of the stiilborn
pig which had disappeared last semester.
About the room were scattered the grotesque aecessori es of black magic: a golden arm, a monkey's paw, a cask of amontillado, a hanging tapestry that depicted
an anthropomorphic goat thing cleaning
its ears with a crucifix, a Ouija board,
samples from the Herb of the Month Club
a bundle of yarrow stalks, and a polyethe.'
lene toad that glowed in the dark. In one
corner I fou nd the famil iar ch est I ha d
seen Herman with and now I discovered it
to be fu!l of dusty tomes with cracked
and peeling leather covers and centurybrowned pages. Upon examining them I
real ized I had before me a treasure trove
of the most dangerous and horrifying volumes in the litereature of the arcane and
occult: a profusely illustrated edition of
CONGRESSUS CUM DAEMONE; the
sinister BOOK OF MATCHES by the
eighteenth century orgiast, the Comte d'
Marquis; the P'NUEMATIC MANUSCRIPTS; von Ruben's bizarre UNF RANKENZAPPAFAN KUL TEN. I picked up
what was labelled as a bound collection of
back issues of FAMOUS MONSTERS OF
FILMLAND and openi:1g it gurgled in
fear, for it was, in thJ.; pig Latin edition
from seventeenth century Spain, none
other than the awful NECRONOMORON
by the mad Arab Pepe Finketstein the
ultimate document of horror fro~ the
other side of the cosmic tracks. This then
was the legacy of Zechariah Zilch for
which the monster Kappachema had
spent the first semester searching. But to
what abominable use had he put this
malefic knowledge tonight?
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For Herman had vanished, and the iron
bars in his window had been impossibly
torn out, pushed out from within according to indications. Below this window
was a three story fall he could not have
survived without disabl1ng injury at the
very !east, but a thorough search of the
Manor grounds found no sign of him.
While puzzling over this chain of events,
a phone calt came from a friend of
Heather's at Wormwood. She told me
my chick was in a state of hysterics and
I should come right away.

I sped to the arms of my beloved to find
· her sobbing and quaking with dire
fright. "Oh, Rudy!" she screamed. "It's
so awful! Every time I fall asleep I see
Herman Kappachema walk towards me
in the darkness and then he turns into this
gelatinous ·fungus th ing and then back
into Herman and his eyes burn Iike coals
and he or it keeps whispering to me,
whispering that I mustcometo it, whispering the most Q_~raved, debased ... :/~---
She fainted.

only assume that the student in question
traces his origin back to that bride of
Zechariah Zilch who fled from Wormwooo,
and that some knowledge of the ghastly
lore possessed by his base ancestor was
passed down to him, and it was in hopes
of finding this key to dreadful power that
he came to Bardwich. And having done
so, he has picked up where Zilch Jeft off.
"What Kappachema has don e is estabi ish
a bridge with the Dirty Old Ones. These
entities--daemons if you will--once held
what is now our earth until the Elder
Ancients dispatched them to some black
dimension in unimaginable space. There
they wait, old, old and strong and horny
as hell, waiting to break looseagain into
our world. And what Kappachema has
don e is to open the way .''
"Saints preserve us!"
"Ha ly sh it!"

in the vault
My assistants outfitted with black strobe

YOU ARE HELPLESS, CARTER. YOU
CAN'T STOP ME.
"You goofed, Kappachemo. You
shouldn't leave your books lying around."

we felt certain that Herman would strike
that night. I teared for Heather, whom he
had evidently selected to be first victim.

Too late, he realized that my three accomplices had formed the points of an
isosceles triangle around him. He began
making passes in the air and repeating a
terrible formula.

We dashed into the accursed dormitory.
"Where's Heather?" I asked.

PER ADENOID ELOHIM, ADENOID
SABOATH

1/She walked into the li'orary a little after
it got dark, about fifteen minutes ago,"
a Proctor said. "I 've been here all the
time and she hasn't walked out yet."

Sut \ was too quicl< for h'1m. l flashed the

candles, we drove to Wormwood where

''Heather!" I called. "Rudy's hereto proteet you!" I entered the library but there
was no one there. "Where is she?"

erect middle finger that was the mystic
sign of the corpse-burying cult of the
Pyrenees and in a crear voice proneuneed
the exorcism:

"lal la! Slug-Grubboth! Shanana!
Centifuge Rofocalel Kreegah !"

"Bad trip?" said her friend.

"Cheezus! I hope so!" I said.
But the next day more appalling facts ac·
cumlated. The friendly campus St. Bernard dog, Busty, was found jammed into
the tailpipe of Volkswagen. The great
Bardwich bell had been plucked from its
tower and turned inside-out. A motorist
whose car was smashed in the front said
he had run into "a strange man with
burning eyes who stepped in front of me
and my car bounced right off him as if he
were a boulder."

a
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I could only conelude that Herman Kappachema or whatever he had become posed
a threat of staggering magnitude to the
very safety of the cosmos and no puny
matena I weapon we hurled at him would
avail us. I spent the day in my room
poring over the forbidden books from
Zilch's chest, reading incredible words on
yellowed pa ges, scrutinizing crumbl i ng
fold-outs, filling in crosswords.
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As the sunset, a strange conterenee was
held in a locked room.

I had carefully picked these allies: Father
Flannagan, the staunch Bardwich chaplain who feared neither death nor the
devil; Slum Gullion, a loyal friend of mine
who worked in the Dining Commons and
was weil aecustemed to the grisly and the
grotesque; and Bulldog Schultz, the twofisted head of Bardwich Security.

"Gentlemen," I said, after relating my acquaintance with Kappachemo, "we can

0.

~
"He's violating regulations!"
"What the Dirty Old Ones miss,' 1 I continued, "and what they want back; is sex.
For this they need human bodies. Kappachema has submitted himself toa kind of
passessian for mutual titillation. Herman
and one of these entities are now one.
Herman supplies the flesh, the Dirty Old
One supplies the supernatural power.
The monster thus confronting us will embark on a shocking career of debauchery."
Father Flannagan wiped his brow. "But
how can westop this devilish thing?"
"By reversing the process that invoked
the Dirty Old One and sending it back to
the darker gulfs from whence· it came. I
have studied Zilch's booksand I believe
that with your help I can effect the
working, but I must warn you that by
joining me in this operation you will be
endangaring your sanity and your souls.''
AH three pledged their support. "What
do we do?" they demanded.
"I will handie the incantations. Your job
will be to surraund Kappachema and
keep your candles burning. For heaven's
sake, don't let them go out."

''What I want to know," saia Schultz, "is
how you propose to get us out of th is
locked room."

"She _1!1__!:1.§! -~e here,'' sputtered the Proctor. "l've been here on guard and she
couldn't have come out the door without
my seeing her. All the windows are
locked."

The earth quaked and the candles flickered
wildly. Herman's eyes dulled and his body
melted into a mass of sublife slime.

"I have a hunch/' I said. "Follow me,
men!"

Seside what was once Herman Kappachemo was a flabby fungus thing the size
of a cantalope.

I swung back the portrait of Zechariah
Zilch and rapped at the back of the seeret
compartment. It sounded hollow.

"The Dirty Old One,'' I said. "lt'tl have
to flee from the light."

"There's a passage back of this," I said.
"That's how Kappachema got her. We
must hurry!" We broke down the false
pane\ and, candles lit, found ourselves
scurrying through a twisting tunnel.
. "Where does this lead?" Guliian asked.
"Unless I miss my guess," I said, "We'll
come into the interior of the crypt of
Zechariah Zi\ch.''
We emerged into a dismaying scene.
Heather fay stretched out on a slab of
marble, lost in an ensorceled trance.
Standing over her was the damnable figure of Herman Kappachemo, his eyes
glowing with crimson hellfires.
WELCOME CARTER. YOU ARE JUST
IN TIME TO WITNESS THE POSSESSION
OF YOUR GIRLFRIEND. IN MORE
WAYS THAN ONE. SNIGGER SNIGGER.

"Release Heatner, you cosmic abomination!"

"Bring the candles closer," J said.

The thing dwindled in size as we watched
until it was no more.
Heather woke up and looked around her.
"Where am I? Rudy! What happened?"
"Never fear. g_~J:.i.Q.ih" I sai el. "Everyth ing is all right."
Curse you, Kappachemo! Fool that I
was to underestimate you! l have seen
the glow in Heather's eyes when she
doesn't know I am lookingl They wanted
me to think they were shut off from the
earth. And now I must flee Bardwich
and study the books till I learn where I
went wrong, flee before that thing that
looks like Heather and talks like Herman
Kappachema comes for me to carry me
off to the midnight gulfs beyond a madman's wildest dreams where the blind
faceless God Naugahyde stands before
the dancing legions of slavering grotesque
shapes that hold up signs saying "let's
Make a D ea\" ...What is that at the window? No, I teil you, my girl friend is not
a fungus ... arghmpf&%$
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MUL TI-SENSORY MAN: THE SUSTLE
SPEAKER TALKS TO THE EYES

think of yourself as a multi-media show.

systems like the linguistic, olfactory, and
tactile .

The primary subject of this series of Case
L~ctures was Man, making it best to begin
w1th Ray Birdwhistell's talk, coneerning
personal body motion communication.
I found it entertaining, but over-simplified.5i:~~ll
Other people felt the same; he was challenged in his statement that the good/bad:
mind/body : rational/emotional dichotcmy
was traceable to the French philosophers
of the eighteenth century. His modern
example of this dichotomy, placing Ronnie
Reagon , on one side, and the free-love
freaks, on the other, isa blatant oversimplification. Reagan gets too easily
The pervasiveness ot llnear communicatio
into thought control as weil as body conuntil recently, and the dichotomous view
trol, as some people indicated , and I
of the mind and body have inhibited the
think most of the advocates of free-love
exploration of kinesic and other non are merely trying to reassert the value of
verbal behaviors. If considered at all
an integrated body/mind . Unification of
these were given a secondarv role, and asthis dichotomy, however, particularly as
sumed to be instinctual. Aecent studies
it relates to communications behavior
h~ve cometo the conelusian that apes and
was the central theme of his lecture, '
g1bbons, and even geese can be seen as
which he used as a demonstration of this
societies. "To be viable members of their
unification was weil. A more complete
social groupings, fish, birds, mammals.. ..
and scientifically detailed version of this
must engage in significant symbolization."
lecture and others is contained in his
Without real speech mechanisms, most
book KINESICS AND CONTEXT :
creatures are limited to non-verbal comESSAYS ON BODY MOTION COMMUnmunic_a tion for programming appropriate
ICATION .
behav10r. There is evidence that age,

Much of Birdwhistell's work is dependent
on a certain arnount of hardware, mainly
~he movie camera and modifications of
1t. By analyzing a series of single frames,
he has been able to discover important
aspects of silent communication ordinarily missed by an observer, and t~tally unrecognized by the participants. The mention of movies brings us to Ken Werner
but if you saw the lecture read Bird- '
whistell's book , it's freaky.
MULTI -MEDiA ART: MULTISENSORY MAN PROJECTS
HIMSELF

1

"Our memory ...tells us .. .that communication, is, at its simplest, a dialogue ... made
up of more or less serial messages which
are punctuated by silences in which
nothing is happening." The key word in
this folk tallacy is "serial." To involve
Marshall "llcluhan: we know that written
communication, any part of the Guttenberg galaxy, is linear, uni-dimensional,
by definition serial; we cannot read two
things at once. To definc verbal interpersonal communication in this way, is to
see it essentially as a written play, and as
Birdwhistell and Mclu(•~n would agree,
a vestigel view derived from the first
revolution in communications the invention of the printing press. :'We get an
entirely different picture of communication if we recognize that communication
is not just what happens in one channel,"
namely the auditory. Communication is
a system which makes use of the chanr~els
of all the sensory modalities, in "a continuous process utilizing the various channeis and the combination of them as
appropriate to the particular situation."
One or more of these channels is always
at work.
The linguistic and paralinguistic (i.e.
sounds Iike Ugh! and equally important
silences) are only one channel, Birdwhistell's baby, kinesics and parakinesics,
that is body motion, are another, even
more basic and continous. "The student
of body motion behavior .... becomes ....
aware of the apparently endiess movement, the shifting, wriggling, squirming,
adjusting and resituating wh ich characterizes the living human body in space."
The kinescist must find some way to
quantify this kind of data to be able to
make both cross-societal comparisons and
campansons to other infracommunications

immediate information about himself;
learning, One work, constructed for the
Wilder Gallery, has the spectator walk
down a hallway narrower, taller, and
longer th;:n the spaces we u!Ually construct for ourselves; thus, putting the
participant in an initial stress situation.
At the far end , are two viewing screens
which broadcast the spectator from below
and behind, preventing him from confronting himself as he normally would.
Another situation involves two acoustic
panels wired so that striking one pro duees a naise radiated from the other.
Oth_er works, called "performance pieces,"
Sl!bject the participant to aetions that
have duration in time, but no specific
time, because of their repetitive qual ity,
a quality reminiscent of Warhol's early
film, "Sieep."

Ken Werner 's "electronic melod rama"
may have disappointed many people who
thought they were in for a sensorallyinduced trip, or whatever. But, freaking
people out has never been the major function of art. Admittedly, the show was not
all it could have been, nor was it pre·
sented to its best advantage; the room was
too big to fill with the projections, the
sound system was too small, and the
~ro~d t?o J:>ig. But, I was impressed by
1ts 1mpl1cat1ons for current art in general
and also by the spontaneous, and rather '
strange behavior of many of the spectators
turned participan ts. Apparently, th ey
were freaked out!

class, status, courtship, play. states of
health and alarm, are communicated in
subtle non -verbal ways. lf so, man's verbal
~wo quo~es from Marshall Mcluhan :
system_s are merely unique and very new
All med1a are extensions of some human
extens1ons of these ancient means.
:aculty~" a statement that gains in stature
m the l1ght of Birdwhistell's discoveries
That differences not only between human
:·"'!~ have now become aware of th~
and
societies but gibbon societies as weil have
pos~1b1l1ty of arranging the entire human
been documented substantiates that com~nv1ronment as a work of art, as a teach m_unications behavior is not entirely inl~g machine designed to maximize pereep stmctual and is learned ata very young
and to mak(' everyday learning a
tian
age. A linguistic analogy is helpful ...
proc.ess of discovery," a statement that
" .. a 6-month old isalready sufficiently
processing as a fundastructured that a French baby will have a detines information
mental companent of art.
predominance of French phonemes and
an American baby a predominance of
Many contemporary artists Iike Ken
t~ose c~aracteristics of American English ." yverner are, perhaps unconsciously, mak81rdwh1stell suggests that th is behavior is
mg use of Birdwhistell's concept of
absorbed so completely and at such a
multi-channel communications in conyoung age that it is very difficult to see
junction with the new possibilities opened
one's own kinesic behavior a step apart.
up by electronic gadgetry. Ranging from
works demanding audiences' physical
~articipation, to mere multi -channel proJectors, the complex quality of these
works has a very individuating effect on
~embers of the audience, often resulting
m extrerne reactions of Iike or dislike.
There is now an audience participation
series at the Museum of Contemporary
Crafts called Acts, which utilizes multi channel art. For a cooler account than
actual participation there are several books
available from the Museum of Modern
Consider men and women. n every soc·
Art Bookstore: INFORMATION, ART
iety he studied, Birdwhistell found that
SPACES, and one containing
POVERA,
normative behavior, divided in terms of
information about assemblages, and hapsex, was considered instinctual by mem penings.
bers of the society, but was different in
every society. He suggests these tertiary
Artist Bruce Nauman is involved in utilsexual diffP.rences, kinesic differences,
izing many new types of materials. Workare the primary basis for determining a
ing through several channels he extends
person's sex in casual identification. Take
with artificial and technological means
a few examples from American society:
many expressive modes, manipulating
men usually stand with their legs apart,
phenomena so that the spectator's perarms several inches from the torso and
sonal nature is drawn upon . Often his
peivis rolled anteriorly, while wo~en
creations are inescapable.
usually keep their legs fairly close together, arms close to the torso, and peivis
His concern for the human body as the
rolled posteriorly. A confusion of even
these simple patterns makes us think of a foundation of an art of essential personal
c?':"munication has led him te seleet sigman as "feminine," or a woman as
~lflcant parts of his own body and pro"masculine." We can see that really the
ject them onto a recording medium
normative, sexually-structured behavior
~h~r~ they become standardized and obhas just been mis-learned. In his lecture
Birdwhistell discussed some regionally ' ~ec~tfted . O~e s~c_h t~ansforf!lati~n of
differentiated kinesic behavior differences lntlmat_e subJeCtlvlty mto obJeCtlve dernbut the point in both examples is that all ' ~nstratlon r~~~lted i_n a f~lm called
B_lack Balls In whlch his testicles were
such behaviour is arbitrarily fixed
pamted black. An extension of the tra·
Enough said to get the idea that communi- d~tion of artist as suJ:>ject and object of
his record~d expresslons, a self-portrait no
cation is much more involved than one
less revealmg than one of Van Gogh's.
might think. Broadcast on all channels!
Theoretically, 2,500-5,000 (and up to
!"ie has _m oved on to involve the spectator
10,000) bits of information pass between m ~ senes of situational happenings in
two people every second. However, little
wh1ch man, the perceiver and perceived
of this is either new or non-programmed. performs both aetions at once, revealing
Nevertheless, it's quite fascinating to

In all his work Nauman's special view of
art is shown: art generally adds information to a situation, but it may be made by
distorting or remaving expected informa tion from a system, especially the types
of communications one expects to receive and project. In this vein, he has designed an ultimate in intra-personal communications ; in self-communication. He
describes a room in which a person must
live for a very long time, even a lifetime.
At one end of theroomis a huge mirror,
with the same left/right orientation as
the room itself. After some time the
time of the mirror begins to fall ~ehind
the room time. Because of the confl ict
between these two real-time systems, the
inhabitant eventually "would no longer relate to his mirrored image or a delay of
his own time." In this work he has welded
an electronic support system to an amaz ing dream.
Another type of sensory imbalance was
created by a fellow who designed aroom
which one entered by a trap door which
was then closed . The participant then
finds himself in a silent, completely bare
enclosure, painted white . It should be
noted that the environmental quality of
both these works is an important part of
their total communications system con fusion effect.
A much less rigorous alternative to these
"emotional overloads" is the show I mentioned now at the museum of C:>ntemporary Crafts. The "Phosphorescent lnflatables" created by Swiss Artists Carl and
Heidi Bucher depend on spectator involvement for their full realization. The
"I nflatables" are "flexible balloon-Iike
objects with legs of the same soft vinyl,
wh ich li es about on the floor unt il samebody climbs into one. With a human
body to give some rigidity to the sculpture, it can stand upright ... do other
running · jumping - bending 'tricks' as the
wearer-participant wishes ... they glow in
the dark obscuring the people wearing
them, and creating a ghostly, futuristic
balloon-dance." Another part of the ex hibit consists of huge phosphorescent
blocks upon which participants redine
wh ile the light is on . When the light goes
to next page

from preceding page

serial and linear fashion. Many artists,
always among the most sensitive of people, have recognized this, but have been
hampered in their efforts to use the new
media by an out-dated support system.

off, a >ilhouette appears, remarkably detailed, where the body had been. When
the light comes back on, the pracess is
repeated. Impermanent, personal, tac·
tile and visual information recreated continuously.
Much of what has been described above
is given a broad expla'lation in an article
by Jack Burnham entitled "Real-Time
Systems," which appeared in Art Forum
magazine. Perhaps the best wo·rking explanation of new multi-channel art as
demonstrated by Ken Werner, Bruce
Nauman, the Buchners, and many others,
is expressed by Hans Haacke: "The total
scope of information (the artist) receives
day after day is of concern. An artist is
not an isolated system. In order to survive ... he has to continuously interact
with the world around him. Theoretically,
there are no Jimits to his involvement ... "
The breaking down of these Jimits has
been made possible by electronic technology which enables him to project all his
own sensory perceptions as weil as take in
the perceptions and data generated by
people, by objects, plants, and animals all
over the world . Although a gothic cathedral could be seenasa multi -media experience, it existed when time, tabulcned
in terms of events, was proceding ata
much slower rate. To meet the needs of
our world in which new data is continuously being broadcast, an artist may use
the technology to feed back data into the
system from which he gathered his
sources. It may then have an effect on
the system analogous to the effect of a
gothic cathedral on medieval populations. But to have this same type of efteet it must move as fast as the system,
or operate in the real-time of the s~stem,
which for some time it has not . Thus,
art, as John Me Hale puts it in TH E
FUTURE OF THE FUTURE becomes
"temporal immersion in a contextual flow
of communicated experiences;" think of
Ken Werner's show broadcast continuously without repetition.
There are several reasons why art has
been fragmented and for so long; that it
has disregarded some data. One reasan
is the lack of means to handie it, but
there are others. The Western philosophical milieu in science and technology,
and hence in art has been one of reduction, and isolation. One might see that
both a painting and a scientific experiment are simplified versions of complex,
unmanageable situations, selected from
the flood of available data found in the
environment. And the elassie dichotomy
between mind and body, reasan and emotion that Birdwhistell noted, isanother
reason.
The notion of isolation as neeessarv to
comprehension exists in the support system of art as weil and has contributed
to its fragmentation. To quote Burnham, "the physical and intellectual isalatian of the esthetic experience, through
galleries, picture frames ... guards," etc.
has suggested that .the sensual world is
impossible as a total experience and must
be broken down into "palatable sanctu aries."
This viscious circle, from art to experience to art, has existed for many centuries and is only now being challenged
again by the multi-channel artists. The
linear and distance conceptian of art is
now obsolete. The support system of
the art system has changed; the new electronic environment must effect art.
Burnham says: "a major illusion of the
art system is that art resides in specific
objects. Such artitaets are the material
basis for the concept 'work of art.' But
in essence, all institutions which pracess
art data, thus making information, are
components of the work of art. Without
the support system, the object ceases to
have definition; but without the object,
the support system stiil sustains the
notion of art." When Mcluhan says that
"our official culture (strives) to force the
new media to do the work of the old,"
and that "we impose the form of the old
on the content of the new," he means
that society is stiil trying to deal with
data in a compartmentalized way, while
the data is no longer produced in this

Sooner or later, the support system,
namely the highly unsatisfactory gallery
system will change. Then artistic events
can regain their full potential and become real-time systems, that is those
wh ich gather and pracess d ata fast
enough to influence the future, and become a part of it, as gothic cathedrals
did in their time.
Another parallel to the gothic cathedrals
can be drawn. The happenings and
participation works many artists have
developed contribute to the unification
of individuals in the data processing endeavour. Projects may be envisioned
which involve groups of people working
at many levels to communicate the full
range of data inherent in any work.
These corporate works will be in many
ways similar to the cathedrals, built by
groups of anonymous artisans. One such
work is suggested by the development of
Holograms, 3-0 laser projections, which
with the appropriate sound, light, and
smell, components could transmit data
in a way previously impossible.

MUL TI-SENSORY MAN AND ACTIVIST
THEATA E
Theatre is one of the oldest arts in which
man self-consciously attempts to communicate to his fellows. But Eric Bently,
as its representative, was not particularly
strong in this respect. He rambled all
around his topic, but never gave a clear
idea of what was meant by activist theatre,
whether Genet's living Theatre, or The
San FranciscoMime Troupe, or both. He
did discuss the impossibility of a purely
propagandizing function for activist theatre.
He felt a different role was performed; too
much data is communicated in the theatre
for any one function to become entirely
superordinate. He also emphasized the
pecul iar relation between actor and audience, and stressed the importance of oneto-one communication characteristic of
many activist groups. However, when
asked about the possibility of a people's
theatre, he was characteristically vague.
Although his lecture was rather dismal, and
he reminded me of a character from
RAOICAL CHIC OR MAU-MAUING THE
FLAK CATCHERS, he did raise some
issues that interested me in the light of the
two previous lectures.
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mare vvilling to respand to this type of
communication than to verbal assaults,
suggesting the efficacy of body communication. The Black Parrthers and the
Young lords, as weil as other radical
groups might find it to their advantage to
use this technique in prosylitizing to
their audiences and communities.
Another type of group that uses the tra·
dition of mi me to good advantage an~ the
variaus puppet groups, Iike the Bread and
Puppet Theatre that visited Bard this semester. I've seen a similar group, the
Yellow Fire Puppet Theatre perform in
Washington. Partially because stage presence and vocal ability are not equally
distributed, these groups have adopted the
use of imaginative stylized puppets in
their performances, becoming living
Punch 'n' Judies. These groups are as
effective as the work that goes into them,
but they are relatively inexpensive to
set up, and demand imaginative participation on the part of both actor and audience.
In addition to these groups, a large number of guerilla theatre groups have sprouted at demonstrations ac ross the country,
since at least 1966. The spontaneity of
these groups suggests their function as
data processing corporations. They are,
in a sense, a true pepple's theatre in that
they translate current, hanl information
into a form more easily assimilated by
everyone. They turn statements into
pictures, much as the mystery plays did
for the people of medieval Europe. This
involves something quite important.
John Cage has said: "Theatre takes place
all the time wherever one is. Art simply
facilitates persuading others this is so."
These theatre groups described above are
a concrete example of this statement.
They react quickly and effectively to the
data presented by the electronic media
and translate it into human media .
Another infamous group has embraced
these ideas with'a self-conscious will,
namely the Yippies. Significantly, Jerry
Rubin's book OO IT! is subtitled
SCENARIOS OF THE REVOLUTION.
Perhaps the germinal idea of/for the
Yippie t_h~atre came from Allen Ginsberg,
who said, way back when Berkeley was
the center of "student unrest," "A demQnstration isa theatrical production. The
life style, energy and joy of the demonstratian can be made into an exemplary
spectacle of how to handie situations of
anxiety and fear/threat." Through the
electronic media, these demonstrations
become further theatricalized and may
perform the function of art as a real-time
system.

Rubin explains how the San Francisco
Be-ln alerted him to the possibilities of
non-verbal or extra-verbal communication anda kind of individual theatre:
"We were cowboys and Indians, pirates,
kings, gypsies, and Greeks. It was a
panorama of history: the rock bands
created a tribal, animal energy. We were
a religion, a family, a culture with our
own music, our own dress, our own
human relationships, our own stimulants,
our own media ...The fragmented life of
capitalist Amerika ... was reconstructed
by the joyous celebrants ....We are all
human be-ins." This statement deserihes
a situation amazingly close to the definition of the new art described by Burnham,
in its immediate, unifying, multi-channeled aspects, and its utilization of the
At least one area of the theatre has always electronic environment.
embraced the kinesic theories of Birdwhistell, namely pantomime. Anyone
who has seen Marcel Marceau in action
knows to what extent the body can be
The first real use of individual theatre
utilized in communication. Those who
came at the HUAC investigations of the
saw "Children of Paradise" were treated
Vietnam Oay Committee, where Rubin
to Oeburau's silent unravelling of the
wore a Revolutionary War costume, and
pocket-picking caper before the delighted
where he, the other defendants, and the
crowd.
lawyers were so outrageous that they
were dismissed. Rubin saw the hearings
The tradition of pantomime has been re·
as a "Costume Baii .... What were the
defined in much of today's "activisit"
HUAC members going to do wben they
theatre. The San FranciscoMime Troupe
found themselves face-to-face with the
has been one of the longest lived of these
biggest media freaks since Jesus Christ?
groups. Ouring the grape-picker's strike,
... 1 began thinking about HUAC as
a mime troupe was drawn from the ranks
theatre: I knew that I could not play on
of the workers which toured the country
their stage, because they hold power in
dramatizing the plight of the workers and
their gavel. I had to create my own
pleading for funds. Somehow people seem theatre to mind-fuck HUAC and capture

the nation's attention.'' The Yippies
used the media to blow themselves right
out of proportion, and into a continuous
theatrical production. Using multi -channel communication techniques, like the
nomination of Pigasus Pig as a Presidential candidate in 1968, they have managed
to affect and become a part of history.
In some ways, the media Iike TV and
radio create instant theatre through their
choreographing of news data; the creation and destruction of People's Park
which, in the words of Burnham, "served
the anti-social, homeostasis breaking
function of art," ca n be seen as a gr im
ballet, as can the demonstrations at the
1968 Democratic Convention. And, if
people Iike the Manson family are aware
of its potential, the media can be used to
glorify, horrify, and ritual ize "the news;"
making it theatre.
It seems to me that these ideas, admittedly somewhat incoherent, are the lagieal
extension of what the Case Lectures were
all about. We have seen Birdwhistell's
relatively calm scientific findings, manifested and even magnified in the new
multi-media arts and in recent "activist"
theatre. The influence of electronic
media on non-linguistic infra-communications systems has been explored and
treated as a new reservoir of artistic data.
lf Birdwhistell's findings reveal something
of the way in which people communicate,
perhaps they will also be helpful in understanding the nature of art. I n turn, the
new pracess and dynamic arts may help
us understand and imprave communications and education. Feed-back you see.
by Eric Arnould
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THE COOFORMST
Bernardo Bertolluci's film "The Conformist" is essentially a brilliant political
melodrama. A good deal of the film has
to do with the hero's repressed homosexuality which is used as a means of "explaining" the origin of his Fascist politics,
and this equation is rather dumb, all
things considered. But for a number of
important reasons it is one of the most
exciting films I've seen in years.
The central plot device is this: Mareello
(Jean-Louis Trintignant) goes to Paris on
his honeymoon. He has been assigned to
murder his old philosophy professor who
is an anti-fascist. Mareello is so eager to
be a good party member that he gladly
combines romance with murder. Bertolluci startsus on the morning of the killing as the hero drives to commit the
crime, and throughout the rest of the film
we see the events that have led up to it.
There are flashbacks within flashbacks.
For instance as Mareello remembers his
engagement there is a scene where he
goes before a priest in confession. Within
that flashback he narrates an event from
his childhood in which he was raped by
his chauffeur. The method is very complex, but the sheer force of the irnages
keeps the audience going. In particular
the image of the car traveling towards
itsmurderous rendezvous in the snowy
woods outside of Paris, has an almost
intolerably inevitable quality to it. This
image serves as punctuation, for the
variaus events of the hero's past.

Ingmar Bergman's "The Passian of
Anna." The film is the direet opposite
intone and style. Bertollucci's film is
lush and exotic, in an almost blinding
way. The film's prodigious beauty is
primarily a lyrical and emotional beauty.
Bergman's film on the other hand isa
masterpiece of austerity and lucidity.
There are deep emotions in this latest
The entire east is superb. Jean-Louis
work. but the nature of the material is
Trintignant has quietly but quickly besuch that they are rigidly controlled.
come the most important screen actor in
Bertolluci's irnages are often selfWhere
the world today. Within the last five
Bergman's are so simple, that
conscious,
years he has had major roles in most of the
the film twice (or perhaps
see
to
has
one
important French films: Lelouch's "A
I'm not sure) to begjn to unoften,
mare
Man anda Woman," Costa Gavras' "Z"
derstand their total rightness.
and "The Sleeping Car Murder," and Eric
Rohmer's sensational "My Night at
Maud's." His performance in "The Conformist" is the best yet. It isa performance which is incredibly agile. He manages to send the audience in many directions at once, without ever sacrificing
"The Passian of Anna" is the 30th feature
clarity. I can't remember when an actor
film which Bergman has directed in the
on screen has used his face and body so
past 22 years. The progress in his career
expressively. His Mareello is comic,
has been one of the really exciting phenpitiful, and ignorant, and yet we never
in the modern cinema. It seems
omena
of
Here
lase our interest or concern.
to me that his last two films, "Shame"
course Bertolluci is partly due for some
and "The Passion" are his more perfect
of the credit. The movie just flows and
the irnages are so charged with excitement works. His earlier work tended to be
marred by a tendency towards overthat we can't keep our eyes off the
explicitness and failure to fully drarnascreen . In addition to the scenes mentize his concerns. Frequently the charactioned, there is the great death scene,
ters became Iittle mo re than mouththe professor and his wife murdered in

plunge him deeper and deeper into isolation. He has married the dullest and
most conventional woman he can find.
(he smiles at one point to expiain "a girl
from the middle class" and he says it
with enormous pride) only to fall in love
for the first time with the lesbian wife of
the man he will murder.

Bertolucci has donevery weil in creating
the 1930's atmosphere. Aside from the
cars and the clothes which are all exact
and detailed, he uses the music of the
period very successfully. In particular
thereis a scene where the hero and his
best friend, who is also a dedicated Fascist.wait at a radio studia for the friend
to give a political speech. As they talk
we see three girls doing an Andrews
Sisters type of sang. T.-~ rhetoric of the
speech as counterpointed with the 30's
sang gives a real feeling for the period.
Similarly, when the film moves from
ltaly to Paris, we feel the city just as a
tourist in the thirties might have. At
this point in the film Mareello and his
wife make friendly contact with the
professor and his wife. The wife of the
professor, played brilliantly by Dominique Sanda, isa lesbian and there is a
dance scene with her and Marcello's
wife, which with all its sexual overtones
is as lyrical and romantic as any GingerRodgers - Fred Astaire movie.
It seems to me that as long as Bertolluci
emphasizes the erotic aspect of the story
to charge the action with mystery and
emotion, it works weiL Occasionally,
however, it becomes a way of preaching
about how decadent Fascism is.

the snow, while Mareello watched impotently. It isa powerful equation of eroticism and violence . There is the amazing
scene of Marcello's visit to his father in
an insane asylum, as he walks uprightly,
the archetypal good citizen, through an
austere outdoor exercise area, conceived
as a theatre. Also there isa party for the
blind, where a blind fascist fights with a
blind Jew, the two men looking for each
other frantically at opposite sides of the
vast hall.

Bertolluci clearly has one of the most
fertile visual imaginations of any modern
director. He is only 28 and this is only
Bertolluci's talent for conveying corruphis fourth feature film. In spite of the
tion focuses our attention on the hero's
flaws, it is very clearly the work of
film's
wants
He
"normal."
ng
bei
obsession with
a man with considerable creative imaginasimply to become a good citizen, and of
tion. After praising Bernardo Bertolluci's
course the central irony of the film is
film, I should like to try and approach
that the hero's aetions only serve to

pieces for Bergman's doubts about God.
In an interview just before the distribution of "Shame," Bergman elaimed that
his private obsession with God had ended
and he expresseda similar but distinct
concern: " .... earlier, I used to think myself so uncommonly interesting and that
nothing else could be as fascinating.
When that interest began to pall somewhat, especially during these last years
when the religious superstructure began
to tall away -- and that used to proteet
rne a great deal -- then I could suddenly
see the world, and thatisa terrifying
experience."
"Shame," and even mare, "The Passian
of Anna," are about the terror of being
a human being today. Bergman is no
longer furiously showing us his psyche
but rather he is looking at the world

quietly and intensely. He is no longer
concerned with disputing metaphysical
ideas on film, but rather he is s1mply
concerned with revealing the quality of
our experience.
The action of "The Passion" takes place
on Faro Island, (it isn't named of course
but it has been the scene of many Bergman films, "Through a Glass Darkly,
"Persona," "Hour of the Wolf," ''Shane)
and is centrally concerned with the relationship between Anna Fromm ( Liv
Ullman) and Andreas Winkleman (Max
Von Sydow). Annaisa widower whose
main action through the first part of the
film is to repeat intensely and yet somewhat nervously, how marvelous her life
with her husband was. In close-ups,
which predominate, she expresses the
need for "living in truth." But the audience and Andreas have read her last letter
from her husband, in which he said they
must part.
Andreas Iives in sol it ude before meeting
Anna, and the other two major characters,
Elis and Eva Vergerus with whom Anna is
living in the beginning of the film.
The first distinctive aspect of the film, is
the pr esenee of the narrator. It is the
first time to my knowledge that Bergman
has used this method. The voice is detached and somewhat ironic as he intraduees us to Andreas mending his roof.
The early sections of the film lodve little
dialogue we see Andreas, a model of a
good citizen helping old Johan with his
wheelbarrow. He livesina modest but
attractive home. The first important
event which determines subsequent action, comes as Andreas reads the letter
sent from Anna's husband. The letter reveals that the relationship had it continued, would have led to "acts of physical
and psychical violence." This phrase
acts as a refrain throughout the film;
Andreas remembers it, and indeed B,orgman asks the audience to remember 't,
as an element always present in the dramatic action.
Andreas breaks out of his solitude for a
night . He goes to the home of Elis
Vergerus and Bergman beautifully handies
the subsequent dinner party sequence.
Thereis an establishing shot, dominated
by brilliant yellow crmdlelight. Each of
the four characters is the scene seen isolated from the others as they make dinner conversation. Of the four only Anna
manages to speak with any kind of seriousness. She starts to talk about herself
and her husband. The desperation in her
voice, and our knowledge of the flaws in
her relationship with her husband, make
her tone and intensity all the mare poignant. The others, each in their way,
make some groping ambiguous atternpt
at talking about themselves. Here the
close-ups are mare than a matter of emotional intensity, they detine the essential
isalatian of each nf the characters. The
last shot of the sequence isa shot of all
four from about a medium distance, as
they laugh gaily and pour wine all
around. It isa shot which on a superto next page
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ram preceding page

started an affair with Anna. It is this rethey go off the island but Andreas suggests that is it impossible. For a mobecomes
the
real
center
lationship
which
ficial level, records the social milieu of
of the film. Eva and Elis all but disappear ment, they have an understanding of each
the sophistic~:tted upper middle-class, but
other, an awareness of common pain.
Their shallowness and the comprbmises
each o·,' the individual shots emphasized
But soon the relationship disintegrates.
which
their
relationship
entails,
form
a
the passions going on beneath the surface.
In one of the most intense passages I
counterpoint to the problems of Andreas
have ever seen in a film, Anna berates
and Anna. Th ere is a mo re expi icit
The next scenes are between El is, the
Andreas forbeinga liar, and he suddenly
counterpoint to the relationship on the
sophisticated and successtui architect,
turns on her with an axe, then savagely
island acts of violence have broken out
and Andreas. Elis shows his ealleetions
beats her. And this event is counteranimals are slaughtered somewhere the~e
of photographs, wh ich he has stored in a
pointed against the most recent island
isa madman laose. And all the while
large raam. As they sit drinking and
atrocity, the burning of a barn and the
Anna and Andreas try to keep their resmoking cigarettes, Bergman shows very
destruction of the livestock.
lationship going. Thereis the short
subtly Andreas' discomfort at the banal
beautiful scene of Andreas remembering
slickness of Elis. Significantly for BergAny recital of the last events of the film
his wife, refusing to teil Anna about
man addicts, Elis' last name is Vergerus,
what he is thinking, and Anna's tartured
is bound to sound melodramatic and prethesameas that of the sauliess intellecposterous. Suffice it to say that Bergawareness that she is not getting the
tual doctor in "The Magician." Here
man handies the fiaring up of violence
Elis again plays the role of foil to Andreas. truth. In an extraordinary moment she
with the exquisite tact. What is remarkaHe is the sort of sophisticated and intelli- takes out a pitcher of milkwh ich talis,
and
she
bursts
into
tears.
The
variaus
ble is the fact that Andreas' outburst,
gent man, who has made a bad compromlevels of vulnerability in the scene are
the elimax of the film, the event towards
ise with experience, and his picture ealamazing, the way in which our sympathy
which the film has been leading is in no
leetian becomes his way of relating to
way incompatible with our earlier sense
shifts back and forth, and the variaus
life. We get a sense of him using the pickinds of cruelty and suffering area marof him as an exemplary man. Andreas is
tures to feel power and control.
velous testament to Bergman's skill.
far from being Bergman's mouthpiece,
What we have here isa mastery of the
and is in fact the elosest embodiment of
The next scenes reveal Eva, the bored
simple domestic scene. It is d one with a
a modern Everyman that I've seen on the
dissatisfied wife of Elis, who tries poigrigorous naturalism that allows each gesscreen. It is Bergman's great distinction
nantly and futiley, to have an affair with
ture and facial movement, each physical
to have filmed a vision of human relaAndreas. It isa relationship which canaction, to have a force of its own and at
tions which uncompromisingly reveals
not work. We have been given ample
the same time contribute to an overall
their complications. The characters in
evidence to account for her unfaithfulthe film are no longer tormented by
effect. In particular the sense of space
ness. And the scene of her leaving, after
in that scene is amazing. The two are
th 1 · 1
t.
th
· 1
having slept with Andreas, isa beautiful
eo oglca ques IOns, ey are Slmp Y
sitting in two different rooms, their only
reacting to the full weight of human exone. Several times she starts to leave and
means of connection bei ng the doorway.
perience
hurriedly kisses him goodbye, knowing
·
·
Each sees the other struggling and
that when she leaves the affair will end;
agonized, each tries in their own way tu
she tries somehow to deny the fact by
"
.
.
reach out but ultimately they are ineffec- "
frantically kissing again, in the hope that
tive.
'
The Seve_nt_h Seal, an earl1er work by
somehow she will never actually have to
Bergman, 1s a much less perfect work,
leave.
As it must, the relationship breaks down. and yet it has virtues all its own. lf it is
In a long dialogue Anna suggests that
not the absolute masterpiece of BergVery abruptly we find that Andreas has
man's career, it remainsa remarkable
work, elearly the work of a master director.

church is in particular over-explicit.
Here Bergman is failing to fully drama-~
tize the material, and he falls back on explanation. One need only campare that
scene with the amazing pracessian of the
Penitents, where Bergman fully works
out the agony in visual terms. The cutting back and forth between the procession, the townspeople, the procession,
elimaxed by the closeups of each of the
major characters, is marvelously effective, and it gains further force from its
proximity to the lighthearted scene of
seduction.
Indeed, one of the real strength s of the
Seventh Seal, is in its mixture of variaus
tones and attitudes. The progressian for
instance, between the scene in the inn
juxtaposed against the great meal of milk
and wild strawberries is perhaps the
greatest sequence in the film. In the
whole complex of characters and emotions, the tranquillity and serenity of this
scene, is amazing. Bergman frames the
action so that all of the major characters
appear together at rest, each of them
separate by their aetions (Joseph playing
th~ l~te, the squire gazing away not quite
sat1sf1ed) and yet unified by the camera.
In this scene Bergman is capable of great
serenity. In other scenes we have an evo•
t.
f
h' h ·
ca_ IOn ~ agony w •e ISa_1most excruc•at_mgly mtense. The burnmg of the
Wltc~ has a sort _of primitive _horrifying
quai•~Y- In part•cular, th_ere IS one
trackmg shot of the sold1ers ~s they walk
up to the woman and the kn1ght, with
the image of the fire always present in
the background. As the knight grudgingly
steps aside Bergman reveals another polarity which runs througbout the film.
Where the knight is concerned about
God, about making a significant action,
it is only the carnal, atheist squire played
by Bjornstrand who is capable of positive
action, in saving Joseph at the inn, s,1ving
the girl at the farmhouse. Ineach case
the squire is acting with little moral concern, since he is more interested in revenging himself against Ravaf than in
saving others; and yet his aetions have a
greater effect. Thus, even while Bergman
sympathizes more directfy with the

TJ-E SEVENTH SEAL

"Waterloo" ( 1969)
Producer- Dino di Laurentiss
Director - Sergei 8ondarchuk
Rod Steiger - Napoleon I
Christopher Pfummer- Wellington
Orson Welles-Louis XVIII
Ouery: What happens when the father
of "War and Peace" meets the mother of
"The Bible"?
Of note in recent film-making is the creation of a new epic form, the historieal
recreation. "Tora! Tor 1 Tora!" attempts
to catch on the silver screen the blood
and gu ts of the bombing of Pearl Harbor*.
"The Battle of Britain" spared no expense to restage the darkest days of 1940.
"Patton" is little more than the filmic
resurrection of one dull biography and
another du li auto-biography. And
where the Hollywood 1930's "Charge of
the Light Brigade" ended with British
triumph and the rather strange appearance
of a Musi im leader among Russian ranks,
Tony Richardson's 1969 remake isalmost
entirely translated from WoodhamSmith's "The Reasan Why." In short,
where commercial films once framed romance and/or tragedy with historieal
events, those events have now come to be
films in thcmselves.

So much for the historieal precision. As
for the film as art, rnuch is lacking.
Bondarchuk's positive traits, traits revealed in "War and Peace," are used once
again in "Waterloo." The mild tints in
certain sh ots, aerial "d oll ies" reveal ing
geornetrical patterns reminiscent of the
June Taylor Dancers, the camera moving
alonga suspended cable to imitate the
flight of a cannon ball. Yet these techniques are all adornments, catchy gimmicks, little more than Bondarchuk's way
of saying, "Look, isn't that nice?"

The opening sequences set up the basic
contrasts which structure the film. On
the one hand there is the Knight and
the Squire, exhausted and somewhat
antagonistic sleeping on the barren shore;
this is contrasted with the lyrical meadow
in which Joseph sees the Virgin Mary.
We see the knight trying unsuccessfully
to pray, whereas Joseph effortlessly involves himself with his surroundin ;

The acting leaves much to be desired.
Steiger performs excellently the role of a
brilliant general whose fortunes have gone
astray; but he is no Napoleon. That is
the fault of the script writer (H.A.L. Leavis) for understating the Emperor's mental
and physical deterioration.
Plummer, while also performing weil, is
offered only el ich es to speak ( Uxbridge:
By God, sir, l've lost my leg. Wellington:
By God, sir, so you have.). What eventually appears is the humanist ("Next toa
battle lost the worst thing in the world is
a battle won"), not the sadist who flogged
his men over trifles.

Most disappointing is Welles. Over-stuffed
as Louis XVIII, he is seen only twice,
early in the film, and speaks three Iines.
Like "Waterloo." Sergei Bondarchuk,
(I would quote them if they were import- '
who directed "War and Peace" and
ant enough to remember.)
doing acrobatics and talking with the
achieved notorietv for his excelent (if
horses. In this film, as with "The Magitedious) depiction of the battle of Borocian,"
Bergman uses his two favorite
In sum, thereis nothing particularly endino, has once again been armed with
leading men, Von Sydow and Gunnar
gaging
about
"Waterloo"
except
the
specsome 100,000 id le Russian troops and
Bjornstrand (as the knight and the
tacle itself. It is enjoyable for its grandthe technical expertise of military hissquire), to embody two alternative pereur,
it
is
beautiful
for
theease
in
handling
toricans to patch together a documentary
spectives in the film. But uniike "The
vast numbers of men in an Eisensteinian
film.
sense of calm and conflict. Yet it remains Magician" and uniike the later films,
there is a much wider range of alternaEach of the major movements, stratagems, on a par with Darryl F. Zanuck's "biblical" tives set before the audience. In addition
orgies.
It
entertains,
but
it
does
not
move.
engagements of the French and British
to the opposite values embodied by the
armies on the 18th of June, 1815, is reknight and squire, there are the polarities,
Nevertheless, the field of historieal films
created with fanatical devotion to detail.
between Joseph and his wife, and Plog
does
seem
to
be
ripening.
What,
after
Tactical formations are mimicked, units
and his wife. Also in relation to the
all, could be more spectacular in this
and uniforms are handled diligently-- no
arnorai squire, their is the immoral Raval.
spectacle-seeking time than the massamistakes are made. Were NBC crews
cres of history brought before our
with 35 millimeter cameras on hand at
Bergman has this range of valuesin the
the time, this is what we would have seen. dazzled eyes in vivid, blood-red colour?
film, at the expense of some depth. In
We should look forward toa David Lean
this film the characters area bit underproduction of "Ara bela" with Elliot
characterized, and at times they become
Gould as Alexander the Great, Sir John
*It is rumoured, tho' I can't verify it,
self-consciously so. The knight, in partGielgud as Darius lii, anda million
that since the American production staff
icular, in spite of Von Sydow's sensitive
extras supplied by the Jordanian army.
insisted upon using actual gunpowder in
performance, is too little developed,
the film, two of the extras were accidentand he verbalizes Bergman's meanings
by John Reiner
ally blown up.
too much of the time. The scene in the

knight than with the squire, he refuses to
make the issue neat or clean-cut.
Near the end of the film, the knight is
able at last to perform an action by saving
Joseph and Mary. It isa victory which we
find at best equiyocal. "The Seventh
Seal" isa film which stops short of total
despair, but it places hope on a secular
basis, rather than on the possibility of
some ultimate metaphysical reconciliation
between man and God. Bergman's attitude, Iike that of the knight, is one of
perpetual doubt, perpetual questio.1ing.
As Nathaniel Hawthorne said of Melville
"He can neither believe, nor be comfort~
ble in his unbelief." He is capable of creating and sustaining a character Iike Joseph with his simpJ'~ity and direet faith,
but he cannot fina,,y share in Joseph's
serenity. For the maker of this film
the journey had only begun.
'
by Larry G ross
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an~future for
The following short interviews with
Elie Yarden, Louis Garcia-Renart
and a variety of students represent
extensive interest in adding jazz
courses to the curriculum. Many
music students here are either interested pr im arily in jazz or at Ieast
tean toward it. Students from other
departments have also expressed interest. Some music majars have expressed the feeling th~t "staying here
m ight d ep end on gettmg better
music courses next year."

really depends on whether your
mind's in the present or the future."
Andy said, "Im provisation is hard
to teach because there's chordal and
atanai im provisation. You have to
be fam iliar with the instrument and
know your own music. We've been
playing with musicians at home and
it's taken nearly a year to really get
to know each other and each other's
music."

azz at

"I personally would like to see a
workshop on jazz. It would have to
be small. Then, on the other hand,
I have no idea how you'd choose
people for it. It would have tö be
like Writer's Workshop. It would
have the educational function, pius
it would be a great outlet for a lot
of potentially fine music that's bottled up in a lot of people.

"This is the kind of thing that is
communicated among everyone
Although students have th is interest, Joel Parkes, a drama major, said, "l'd without a teacher spewing it all out
be interested in just a history of it-to anybody."
th ere are no jazz e ourses h ere n aw,
also a basic musicianship of the jazz
and the current music faculty is
type. The mare courses the better."
really better able to teach other
E li e Yarden gave som e insights into
He has had experience in jazz dance
phases of music. These need not be
the history of Bard students who've
and just a little work on alto sax.
exclusively classical music of any
been involved with jazz and som e
culture, but they usually seem to be
personal views on the curricu lum.
Dave,
a
drummer,
who
is also not a
predom inantly R enaissance and postmusic major, said, "It would be very
Renaissance Western music.
"The Bard program shouldn't be a
interesting for people to find out .
training ground for jazz musicians
about jazz, blues, African and l~d1an any m ore than it sh ou Id be a tr ain i ng
We reallyneeda change, and the faroots. I think you should get a Jazz
ground for any musicians.
culty is w illing to go alo ng with it.
Most of the music department seems im provisation course taught by .
som e black musician from th e c1ty,
to favor the idea of adding jazz
"Th-e strongest interest in jazz in stuand one who can teach Oriental inden ts here n ow is am ong the best
elasses and the real problem is getstruments, too.
academ ically and the most creative
ting m~ney for mare faculty time.
students. Of the students alrectdy
"We're experimenting in a type of
moderated and moderating this semjazz communication where we don't
Jim Sivard said, "Jazz history is
ester, six have a serious i·nterest in
set any Iim its and we try to _get a.
probably more valuable than ~n
jazz, not only in perform ing or jamfeeling for what each other IS domg
improvisation course because lmmi ng, wh ich most of them are doing
just by playing. Ittakes on a very
provisation is mostly self-!aught,
anyway, but th ey also want to study
saered religious meaning when you
and jazz history, because 1t deals
it. The des ire to study it is im porplay.
with the roots of jazz, would protant. W'hat's unavailable here is the
bably be more helpful if it got into
possibility of studying it.
recordings as examples of what th_e
"lt's really important for people. to
cats were doing, instead of verbah"As far as my own views as a compolisten to free-form black revolutlonzations of it."
ser and teacher, any serious curricuary jazz. lt's important to emphalum in music ca n not afford to negleet
size because it's speak ing about
He suggested that_ for a te~c~er, "It
jazz, as com posers and any people
has to be a black Jazz mus1c1an, relchange. A lot of people listen to
living can't. lt's part of the culture.
ativety famous. Maybe CtJ<..il Taylor
rock-and-roll music and it just seMost of my peers, like Gunther SchulHe'd probably do it because h~ got
dates them, but this really has mean- ler and Milton Babbitt, feel this way
ing. It can be tied in with religious
laid off his teaching job at lnd1an.a
also, that jazz is an important part of
State." He also thought of Arcb1e
experience, ethnicology and roots,
our musieal culture and has been for
Shepp, who's done a lot of research
black history and altered states of
some time. Jazz is not something
in jazz history, and R oswell R udd,
consciousness.
commercial, any mare than Beethoeven though he's white, because he's
ven. Beethoven's even mare commer"There should be mare material
studied ethnomusicology. These
cial now because he's dead, and
(records and literature) on jazz,
three people are practical choices
dead things are easier to commercialblack and fo lk in usic in th e Iibrary.
because they all live in New York,
ize.
and they're all really articula_te.
"Get some jazz musician from Har"The course should also get mto
"Jazz should be incorporated in the
lem who's spent som e time on the
other kinds of improvising, like Afcurriculum because of its intrinsie
streets."
rican or Eastern folk." Jim said.
values, not because it's modish. lt's
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ no more modish today than it was
ci fifty years ago.
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"Most college musi e departm en ts

o- have a conservatory-like attitude.

-< They tend to be conservative in
3 com parison to art departm en ts or

n sociology or psychology departments. They tend to be conservaro tive in the sense that they generally
o- tend to be suspicious of any coneri tem porary ph enam eno n, eve n it it's
~ fifty years old. This also shows it~ self in the tendency towards overspec.ialization of the kind that just
doesn't fit into my notian of a liberai arts cu rricu lum.
~

"The music department here, as a
departm ent, favors th e inciusian of
jazz in the cu rricu lum, and the on rv
problem now is trying to overcome
the practical problem s of getting
additional faculty time so we can
provide it.

Ken, another non-major, whose jazz
experience inetudes "occasional jazz
drumming and superficial ones of
listening to records," said that he
would be interested both in history
and stud io courses, but that he
would prefer studia courses. He
suggested that Tom Darter, who is
"It would be pretty enlightening
for the music department as a whole on a 6-year Phd program at Cornell
to teach some other kind of music
and is an "excellent piarto improthan Western European classical."
visationist" would be a good person to teach here in a few years.
"They weren't the only ones to express. them selves, and notated comKirk Bjornskaard, who is also not
positian isn't the only way to coma music major, said, "l'd like to see
pose," Jim said. "It depends on
a jazz history course. The music
the individual to choose the kind of departm ent need s to loosen itself
musi e that best su its h im, and it
up a little.
Andy Newell said, "When you play,
you compose. You can write down
riffs that everybody's go i ng to use
as a theme, but improvisation's
spontaneous and reactive composition.

"We need a course which studies
jazz styles, thehistory, with an
emphasis on the music itself . I also
think it would be useful to have a
studia in jazz improvisation for
those students sufficiently advanced
in music to benefit from it. Because
I don't think of it as a separate discipline, but as a part of music, I
would not like to see more than one
lecture course in the curriculum.
You don't have to create a separate
department and this sort of junk.
"I don't think students should take
more than one studia course, because then it's given. Once you _have
the basics you just have to play 1t.
Just I ike one course in ch am ber
music should be enough, though you
should play chamber music all the
time.

"The ph ilosophy of a liberai arts
college should be a broad one. lf
you want skills, you go to a conservatory.
"I don't think we need a regular faculty member up here. What I would
like to see is a series of visiting lecturers on a year's contract, but Bard
doesn't provide for this right now.
Or find someone who, in addition
to beinga good jazz musician, could
have all sorts of academ ic qualifications, too . Jazz musicians go to
school these days. Most of them
know how to read music.
"One of the important reasons that
I do want jazz in the curriculum is
to counter the over-specialization.
"Let me stress very strongly that
just because some students want
something is not a justification for
adding it to the curriculum. l'm not
a cafeteria ."
Paula Lockard, a visiting Bard music
graduate, at this point suggested,
"You should put rock into the curriculum. lt's there. There's so many
things happening that are worthy
of study. In most big universities,
they already have jazz, and now
they're just starting to add rock. But
Bard is behind. lt's just starting to
add jazz."
Elie concluded, "That's because
Bard's an innovative school."
Elliott Apter, a music major who's
sticking around for a while, sai~,
"l'd like to see a good hard bas1c
history of jazz and an a~alysis ~f
jazz the way the Analys1s class IS
set up, only throug_h jazz. The way
jazz relates to class1cal mus1c should
be covered.
"We're taking a new kind of '!1usic
wh ich is really a conglom erat1on of
jazz and classical, electrifyin.a it and
trying sam e kind of syn~hes1s_ between the two, so rt of !Ike K 1eth
Emerson does.
"I was raised on traditional )azz_-Monk and those people. I f1nd 1t
very hard to listen to Coltrane ~nd
the newer jazz sau nds. : 'm beglnning to understand what ~his _ne.w
jazz is driving at, and I thmk 1t 1_s
just a matter o~ t_ime until I beg1~
to understand 1t tn term s of speclfics.
Seth Kimball, a music major who is
leaving, said, "We nemi a his-tory not
only explaining styles but a jazz harmonic theory and structure is cr:.Jcial. The most important thing is to
really understand what jazz is technically, so a course that deals with
it com positionally as an analysis of
jazz is needed. lt's not blues.
''l'm sorta now at the point where I
could play "neo-caol," which is not
quite avapt-garde but mor~ modern
caol. I iilso exp~riment in "avantgarde jazz" but I haven't developed
the compositional skill to make it
valid.
"I studied with a teacher who played
with Bill Evans, who taught me e lot
of early jazz harmony, like bop harmony. All my thinking, all my playing, helps me play jazz. I 'm com posing modern classical, I guess, at this
point.
"l'd like to add the necessity to have
a theorist. The majority of "iazz
musicians" on this campus are ignorant of what jazz is tech n ically. and
th ey pass off chaotic and frantic mu sic as being avant-garde jazz, when
in actuality they don't even know
what jazz is. They don't know how
it evolved to the avant-garde style
that it is today.
to page 19
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comix
from page 8

nobody
knewthey

werethere
In a recent article, Larry Gross ar:gued that
some of the best movies are transfermations of weak source material. When you
consider the fact that some pretty good
movies have been made from Evan Hunter
nov el s, you real ize that he may just be
right. However, I doubt that any arnount
of effort can make a bearable film out of
Hunter's latest book, NOBODY KNEW
THEY WERE THERE, recently dumped
on the public by Doubleday.
The novel is set in the year 1974, "a
decade before 1984", in which time
"our nation's leaders", presumably Dick
and Spiro, have tightened the yoke of repression upon the shoulders of America
and are forcing us to fight an unspecified
war. A man who calls himself Arthur
Sachs arrives in a small college town in
the West in October of this dreadful year;
he has been hired by a group of college
professars to kill the President when the
"Peace Train" he is taking across the
country to show h is nation's support of
his war passes through the town. After
Sachs decides to blow up a bridge that
the train will cross on the way into town,
it is revealed that Sachs is really an East
Coast lawyer named Samuel Eisler whose
sole qualification for the role of assassin
is that one of his sons died in the unspecified war and he wants revenge.
How these college people came to hire
him is not explained. This lawyer has
the almost inevitable marital problems
back home and another son who intends
to skip the country with a friend who's
been busted for dope. He also has the
even mare inevitable mistress, a studerit
who may or may not be pregnant by the
end of the book. In the end, the professars back out at the last minute and
when Eisler tr ies to blow up th~ bridge
himself, he finds that the wires to the
dynamite have been cut, so he simply
goes back to New York.

COOTIE (by. Robert Williams, whose art
is superb), and YOUNG LUST (graphic
and twisted love comix). All of these
and many more, are obtainable at the'
East Side Book Store at St. Mark's Place
in NYC. Marvel and most other comic
books can be bought in Red Hook at the
drugstore. Remember: Comic books are
a space age art medium, and they will
not rot your mind.
Note: Jack Kirby (the main man in
comic books since 1940) has quit Marvel
and is working for DC, doing TH E NEW
GODS, THE FOREVER PEOPLE
MISTEA MI RACLE, and JIMMY OLSEN.
He isa genius and his work reflects it.
Niles Jaeger

.. l've gotta stop smoking grass.
It makes me paranoid."

version of 1974, but all he gives us consists of vague references to repressive
laws, riots at Harvard, and the like. There
is one good moment in the book- a
tongue-in-cheek reterenee to a "five-yearold movie about four affluent teen-agers
summe'ring on a vacation island ." ( Remem·
ber LAST SUMMER?) Otherwise there
is not a spark of life in the book . '

In short, since he has not given us real
people as characters, shown us where we
may be going, or written a really credible
plot, I feel safe in saying that Hunter has
given us nothing. In this time of inflation, $5.95 is an awful lot to pay for
It might have helped a little if Hunter had nothing.
at least given usa clear picture of his
Sol Louis Siegel
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S())Would junk like Grand Funk and
!...ed Zeppelin. And one has to wonder
whether if the slick "arrangements"
that marred Tom Paxton's most recent
album would have been considered in
the age of shellac discs.

Two new recordinqs of Leos Janacek'!>
Sinfonietta bring to mind an old but important question - what should and
should not be recorded? There are two
kinds of recordings: those made for the
phonograph, and those for which the
phonograph was created. In the days of
78's, most recordings tended to tall into
the first category; the idea of two dozen
versions of, say, the Beethoven 4th
Concerto was pure nonsense when one
album consisted of four heavy, breakable shellac discs, and what company
would be crazy enough to have four competing versions on the market during the
depressian years? In fact, only two
pianists recorded that concerto before
1940, and those two are stiil represented
on disc.
Things changed with the LP, of course.
Now it was feasible to record just about
anything, and in the expanded postwar
economy mare people could buy the
records. Projects that were considered
impossible before became reality, things
like the operas of Wagner and the symphonies of Mahler. This should have
initaited a genuine "golden age" of recording. But the LP, by making possible
mass production on an unprecedented
seate ended the necessity of recording
performances that were already famous.
This way, when a company comes out
with a new version of a standard piece,
any one of te n other labels is 1ikely to
retaliate with a new version of its own,
and a major project Iike, say. the
Beethoven symphonies, instead of being
seriously and carefully considered before
its fulfillment, can be the result of the
whim of a producer or a conductor. It
is this kind of dog-eat-dog commercialism
that ma kes it passib le for a single company to market eight different Beethoven
Fifths at the same time, or for two
companies to issue different Beethoven
Fifths at the same time, or for two compani es to issue different Ormandy 1
Philadelphia Orchestra recordings of the
"1812 Overture" on the same day .
The effect of these changes on popular
music was similar; George Harrison's
"All Th ings Must Pass," the recent LPs
of Paul Kantner and David Crosby and
a host of other joyous things would
have been impossible 25 years ago, but

Now let's get back to Janacek. The
Sinfonietta is no small affair, but a big
place requiring a big orchestra and a
monster brass section. Janacek was a
patriotic Czech; he wrote the Sinfon ietta
"to sing of the Czech people in thei~
spirituall5eauty, joy and strength." It is
a genuine music people, filled with
Janacek's "joy, beauty and strength"when it's played right. Many conductors
of great reputation have tried recording
the work and have fallen short of the
mark. The late, great George Szell decided to concentrate on orchestrai execution and came up with an uninspired
disaster, while other efforts have been
sabotaged by bad sound quality. Now,
Angel has released a new version by
Seiji Ozawa, a young conductor with an
international reputation, and the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra, one of the world's
finest. According to the reports I have
received, it isa brilliant, exciting reading;
this comes close, but not quite ...
Those beautiful people at Polydor have
s~nt _me a new disc by DGG, which they

dlstnbute, on which Rafael Kubelik condu ets the Sinfonietta, with Janacek 's
"Taras Bulba" on the flip side. Kubelik
isa Czech who has lived in self-exile from
his homeland since the Communist takeover of 1948; his many recordings of the
musJc of Czech composers- Dvorak,
sr:netana, Janacek - form a long string of
tnumphs, but this is the greatest of them
~~~- The beauty, joy, strength and love of
life that Janacek put into the music is all
here; this is not only exciting but deeply
movmg as weil. The Bavarian Radio
Symphony, which Kubelik conducts
her~. play s ma~nificently, and the DGG
en~meers o_utd1d themselves on this occas•on . Th1s performanceisa miracle,
and "Taras Bulba" isalmost as good .
This is the kind of music making that
should be preserved on disc. Any recording of this music after this one is so
much useless duplication.
Sol Louis Siegel

rtment
case because some of the principal sponsors of the "People's Peace Treaty" are
making efforts on campuses around the
country to use it as the focus of a week
Gentlemen :
of civil disobedience here in Washington
in May. Since the terms of the treaty,
As Dean of Bard College, I received a comfor the reasons listed in ol!r paper, have
State
the
munication this morning from
already been rejected many times, and in
Department (in an envelope marked
our judgment, right or wrong, ::;ould not
"Official Business") setting forth the Defor the same reasons be accepted now, we
partment's case in favor of the Admini could not see how such demonstrations
stration's present policy in lndochina, and
could serve any public interest ; we could
against the "People's Peace Treaty" that
only see clearly how they might lead to
Surely, the State Department could, in
has been proposed by the National Stuunwanted disorder, with all the risks and
objecless
other,
some
find
future,
the
dent Association .
tionable, way to communicate its already costs that would entail. Today, as you
know, mass lawbreaking by large numbers
well-known "views" to those "college
I found this communication highly obstudents and others" who have "requestro' of young people is only too likely to lead
jectionable on two grounds:
to violence, whether by the demonstrators
them.
or by ~v.erzealous law enforcement
First, it is improper, in my judgment, for
authont1es or both.
truly.
Yours
the State Department to use the taxpayer's
Carl M. Selinger
money to finance a domestic propaganda
Dean of the College
In these circumstances, and in the interest
effort of this kind. President Nixon has
of potential demonstrators as weil as of
had mare than enough aecess to the natWashington authorities, we felt it desirable
ional media to argue in support of his
to try to publicize certain facts about the
Dear Dean Selinger:
policy in lndochina. lndeed, if there has
treaty on college campuses -- the fact that
been any lack of "balance" in opportuniI have your letter of March 18 coneerning this is not a new proposal, that it has been
ties to discuss this issue in the media, it
turned down repeatedly in the past and
has been to the disadvantage of those who our comments on the "People's Peace
Treaty," and would Iike you to know the that it continues to be unacceptable to
oppose his policy.
all the governments concerned except the
background to this mailing.
North Vietnamese, and why .
Second, I strongly msent the implication
It is not our normal practice to send in from your communication that college
The interenee which you draw from our
formation materials unsolicited to anyand un iversity admin istrato=-s need or depaper --the idea that we think college adone, though we do make occasional exs ire ammunition to use against their stuministrators and teachers as a group are
ceptions. We made an exception in this
dents' anti-war arguments. Like many

Department of State, U.S.A .
Washington, D.C.

other academic administrators, I am in
wholehearted agreement with those of
our students who believe that the Administration's present policy in lndochina is
not only unwise, but profoundly immoral;
and I personally support the "People's
Peace Treaty," which has been endorsed
not only by the National Student Association, but also by many other distinguished
Americans, from all walks of our national
life.

looking for ammunition to use against
your students' political arguments -- does
us something less than justice. Some, of
course, are-- they write and teil us so. But
my colleagues and I have visited far too
manycampusesin recent months and
years not to know that political opinion
among faculty members as among students tends to range from one extreme to
the other through all gradations in between. From the same experience, we also
know that many students lack and want
sol id information on the Vietnam issue
and regardless of their views want to k~ow
what their Government says on points of
particular interest to them. An offieer of
the National Student Association for
example, was one of the first to s~licit our
views on the "People's Peace Treaty."
To make our views known in a short time
toa substantial number, we could only
address ourselves to those in positions of
leadership on the campus, such as yourself.
I regret that you found this offensive, but
can in any event assure you that it represents an infrequent departure from our
normal practice.
Sincerely,
William D. Blair, Jr.
Dept:Jty Assistant Seeretarv
for public affairs
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wedding

progress report
from page 1
tn addition, th·e Coalition is sponsoring a
mass rnarch on the Poughkeepsie Armory
on Saturday April 17, as an attempt to
link the national action with the MidHudson region. From 12:30 to 1 p.m., a
short rally will be held at Mansion Street
Park, at which time participants will
march from Mansion Street over Market
Street, to the armory. Another longer
rally will be held there, at which time individuals representing Ecology, Women's
Liberation, Third World, and other groups,
will relate the issue of the war to these
variaus other struggles. Entertainment by
area musieal groups is also being planned.

Bus tickets to the April 24th demonstration in Washington are on sale this week
in front of the coffee shop in Hegernan.
U.S. OUT OF SOUTHEAST ASIA NOW!
Kurt Hill

RIKERT S

from page 6
compromise. (Pat calls me the Henry Clay
of the 1970's. She's so witty like that.)
I made Tricia the head of the Civilian Conservation Corps. and Julie the head of the
Tennessee Vall ey Authority. (Th ey were
so happy they asked me to give that fine
young man, Bill Calley, a new deal. Weil,
I guess maybe I will shuffle the deck a
bit.)
It seems that l've gotten off the topic. l'm
sorry, but for the first time in my life,
l'm upset, and my mind isn't so crystal
clear right now. Tricia, my innocent little
bigot, getting wed to a man a year younger
than she is and what's worse is that she's
marrying some honky with a dirty name
like Cox. Disgusting. When she gets rriarried, she'll probably lose her virginity.
(What a filthy boy that Eddie is.) The
wedding w;il be a small affair, closed to
the press, with about 23,000 friends, relatives, acquaintances and anybody else we
can get to attend. There will be a big
cake and lots of Champale for everyone.
The couple will honeymoon where Pat
and I did it for the first time: The Niagara
Falls Millhouse. Sorry, I have to run, but
I have to give Tricia a bath and then take
a presidential shit. I am the president.
p.s. Tricia is pregnant, I think. She didn't
eat her sugar pops.

NOTTINGHAM, England (AP)-- David Preece's stylish trousers caught a police
sergeant's eye when Mr. Preece appeared in court on a narcotic charge. As the
20-year-old Mr. Preece left the court on bail he was rearrested --for stealing the
pan ts.
BACTON, England (UPI) --George Dean caught a cod in the English Channel,
siit open its stomach and found a slot-machine token. Two weeks later, he
hooked another cod, which contained a bronze fourth century Roman coin
worth about'1:..100 ($240).
MIAMI .. (AP) .. A Cleveland youth jailed for contempt for wearing to court a
shirt resembling an American flag was freed yesterday but he didn't get his
shirt back .
Circuit Judge Harold Vann, who ordered the boy freed, advised him a~ainst
wearing the shirt again and said further court action would be needed 1f he
wanted to regain passessian of the garment.
The youth said that he was Paul Joseph Forrester, 17, of Cleveland. When he
appeared earlier as a witness, he gave a different name an? was senten~ed t~
30 days in jail on a charge of contempt of court for wearmg the flag-l1ke sh1rt
in the court.
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP)-- A pumpkin weighing 260 pounds and exhib~ted by
Howard Sleepy was the biggest in the 55-year history of the Pennsylvama
Farm Show.

Michael May
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APPRENTIC ESHIPS
IN EUROPE
Spend a two or three 11ear apprentice~hip
period in Norwa11 or German11 and returra .
to the united Statea aa a akilled era! ta-

red hook: 27 n. broadway

758-1561
drive-up window
open 'til 7 p.m .
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876-3671
open 'til 6 p.m.
same day·service
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all arranged for 110u. Men, Women, age•
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lf you, or a friend, are seeking an abortlon, the
Women';: Pavillon Inc. cM help rou.
Call us now (collect, lf you wish) and one of our
dedicated staff wlll answer your questions about
placement In accredited Hospltals and
Clinics in New York City at low cost.
It is advisable to call us as soon as possible after you
learn you are pregnant. In many cases, the cost
can be very low, and you can arrlve in New York City
in the morning and be on your way home that evenlng.
We can also help you with airplane and other
transportation arrangements.

IF YOU NEED SUMEBODY TO TALK TO, CALL US AMYTIME
AT (212) 371-6670 or (212) 759-6810
AVAILAILE 1 DAYS AWEEK I STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

"W'OMEN'S PAVILION INC.
515 Maditon Avenue

New York, N.Y. 10022

Case of 24 DEPOSIT bottles
·
limit: 1 per customer
WESELL

2% miles north of
Red Hook traffic light

Rt9

.

op1um
from pa~·e 1
opium gwwn by the hill tribe of Thailand
is guardea in transit by Natiomlist Chinese
troops until it arrives in Bangkok, to
awC~it the next Air America plane out.
These Nationalist Chinese troops are remnants of the WWII confl i ets, and are
heavily subsidized by the CIA.

"One problem isa financial lim itation. In order to offer a really complete jazz program, we'd have to h ire
a full-time person. I think that's not
very realistic, but we have talked about a half-time person.

Jazz
from page 16

Louis Garcia-Renart said, "I think
"We sh ou Id find (which is also a
there has always been the faculty
problem; it's not easy to find speinterest in jazz, but there hasn't
cialized jazz musicians willing to
been the demand from the students.
teach) Paul Overton or somebody
Usually, the students in the past who
!ike him. He's a musician, and his
Ross Cohen, in a book called THE CHINA were interested in jazz were not the
specialty happens to be jazz, but he's
LOBBY IN AMERICAN POLITICS,
good students. I teel that in the
an overall musician who could teach
clearly links the China Lobby, the Nation- last two or th ree years, th is has
improvisation and some jazz piano.
alist Chinese gov't, with this opium traffic. changed. Now there are some good
According to Allen, this book was origin- students with solid backgrounds
"I don't want to use the word "hisally published by MacMilian in the early
wh o are interested in jazz.
tory" of jazz, but let's say a course
'60's and was later suppressed for obvious
in analysis, not a survey course, but
reasons. Ross Cohen, furthermore,
"I actually brought up the idea that
one for people who really understanc
claims that this connection between the
we should have a jazz program here
music and the technical aspects of
Taiwan gov't and opium was fully known as aresult of a jazz maderatian of
it. lf it should be a full-time person,
by the U.S. State Department, because of a very talented girl. We recomthen we could have a survey course,
mended that she leave hcre because
documents that he himself saw in the
too, but if we are going to have the
State Department files and that have since there was no one here who was
minimum, we should first take care
disappeared. Financial profit and corrup- qiJalified to teach her.
of the requ i rem en ts.
tion seem to account for this Nationalist
"I think that a jam session is the
"I think now that jazz is seventy
Chinese involvement in opium.
result of very long disciplined prac·
years
and
. old. It is weil established
.
Besides these sources, both the AP and
tices that one has to do. You have
to work just like you'd have to work·._,_.UPI press services have extensive reports
to play a Beethoven concerto. You 1 ?i{' ~iil
in their files of opium interests in lndochina and variaus accounts of the CIA's
have to practice at improvising. lt's
not just accidental music.
\I.~
1 .1
~
compl icity in its operations. N ichaias
von Hoffman, the Washington Post reporter, Jeff Greenfield, ex-Kennedy speech
writer Senator John Tunney of California a P~ofessor McCallister of Yale Univ~rsity, Peter Dale Scott of the English
Department at Berkeley, and ex-RepreCall PL8 · 9421
sentative Clayton Powell are all cited by
Allen as having testified on variaus aecasions to just these connections, as out·
lined above.
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high ly mi su nderstood. A ny body
who can pick five notes out of a
guitart_~_inks they can p~y- jazz,
but this is all accidental, there's no
backgrou n d.

"I have done combinations of jazz
and "so-called" classical music, very
successtui works for saxophone 3nd
orchestra.
"I don't see how it could be next
year. We'd have to start looking for
someone to teach it.

"I think it's important that it should
be offered. Th ere are good students
definately interested and who should
be gu ided, and if what th
want to
do with their lives is jazz, they should
be studying it with somebody who
knows it. I know at least three students now that are very interested and
very good."
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The significance of this CIA complicity
in the opium trade is enormous- the
World Health Organization estimated this
vear that 83% of the world's opium
~omes irom lndochina. This estimate
probably gives one a clear idea of what
pereentage of the world's herain comes
from that area, however indirectly. The
sudden influx of high-grade junk in
Vietnam that the media reported widely
recently, is most obviously the indirect
result of the CIA activity there.
Mare importantly, the growing use of
junk in the U.S. itself is undoubtedly the
result of these aetions also. The welldocumented corruption in the NYC police
narcotics division makes the even greater
availability of junk, at cheaper. "popular"
prices, inevitable. But what does this all
ultimately point to? On one level, it
should be obvious that our support for
the govts. of Saigon and Taiwan, not to
mention those of Thailand and Cambodia,
is based on corruption and high-level rot.
As Allen correctly points out, this opium
business is just an extension of the
elassie tendency of an imperialist power
to push opium on an exploited group,
in this case, the most dangerous elements in U.S. society today, the blacks,
Puerto Ricans and young whites. Whereas
the Opium Wars in China of the 19th
century saw the British attempting to
push opium to the Chinese, with the result that the Chinese revolted and actively
fought the white junk-dealers, the contemporary parallel gives the U.S. gov't
the credit for acting as junk pusher, but
this time with a shocking twist: whereas
the British were attempting to hook
another race, the Chinese, on their junk,
the U.S. is mare ambitious. Their own
blacks, latimo and young people are now
the victims.
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